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INTRODUCTION'

During the last severgl generations, changes-in the'

social and economic life or the American people .have accelr

erated: Such changes as the expansion of industrial pro-

, duction, technological advancement, the decline inover -a.)

agriculturil employment, and the urbanization and iectilar-
.

iaation of values Are the result of previouslichangeso.and

in turn are continuing to alter the social and 4cob.mic

structure of the nation. -Spore of the adjustments that occur

as new structures replace the old ones ado labor mObility,

migration, and social mobility.

One of these, major adjUstments 'Tabor mobility or

change in occupation, is e response to the elimination 49T
e ,

lessened importance of factors which have

Contributed. to the proliferation of certain occupational
21

roles.. Seeral generations ago, the expanding Western '4

frontier, mass, immigrati n, and industrial growth 'demanded
..- .

alarg&supplyoftinskijed, blue.-collalaborers.-in the
. . .

growing cities as well as.in rural areas, and a large supply

'of,farm laborers in rural areas. Today, fewer individuals

are required to fill the traditional unskilled occupation's'

while new ,types of.jobs, largely professional and white

collar in nature, demand more individuals to fill them (41).

An increase .1.4 farm mechanization and an improvement in
o

o

agricultural technology has led to a decline in farm
/ .

a

a
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employment, from 8.7 million in 1254 to, 4,9 million in

1967 (73).

The reduction of the proportion 'Of rural-based and

unskilled jobs in the occupational system and the prolifera-

tion of urban based and semi-skilied;skilled, and pro,.

fessional 'whiie-collar occupations has implications for

two other kinds of mobility closely connected to labor

mobility, namely, migration and social mobility. The

decline in employment of farm workers means a labor surplus

in rural areas, followed by mass movement .out of rural

areas. In 1950 there were n.0million persons livingon

'farms, while in ,1967 the farm population was estimated at-

10.5 mill "-(73). The major 'pattern of this migration

has been rural to urbdri. Urban areas'of th United States'

contained approltmately40 percent of the population in
o

190 and appi.oximately 70 Percent in 1960 (13).

The Slow of manpower into an increasfngly urbanized

occupational structure haq been accomp*anled by redistribu-

tiy and differeiitial assignment of jobs.. In the highly

industrialized nations in general, and in the American

-open-class sipciety in particular, occupational assignm6nt

is achieved rather, than ascribed. Theoretically, the merits

of the individual rather than social clasa or familY

4 tradition determine the filling of occupational-roles. One

has both the right and the possibility of selecting an
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occupation tha differsfrom one's father's, and, of°shifting

. one's job and Career orientation during. the course of one's

I .

working yea

;

s.

Wider ead occupational mobility istiantamount to

Widespread social mo11.4.11ty_Since,occupational status is a

major concomitant of social status,. Some oP the densions

of occupational status, ox1 the prestige of a particular

occupation, are the amOunt of education or other prerequis-

ites for entry into the occupation, tie nature Of-the work,

anti the power and:Monty:involved in theoccupAtion.(1.9).
, :

.

.

These components of occupational achieVeiment"havebeen Used

.asprediCtori of'socioeconomic status-. 'Other predictor of

socioeconomic status, including stratification by religlous,

c).

ethnic"; or racial descent, authbrity, residence, possessfons,
0t;

consumption patterns and leisure style, are.related7Tri,

varying degrees to occupational achievement (6 ).: The in-
-

-creasing 'shift in residential and occupational distributiom,

of large 'segments of the American society means therefora, .

Changes in socioeconomic. status for many individuals.

he structural changes of labor mobility, migration,

social mobility have implications for the.individuals

whose lives they affeet. A major concernOf the:migratd.on

from rural -areas is lhe age of the, migranta. Of the 33

million people, who moved from American farms between the

.
years 1910 and 1962 the malority were youth, or young.

046s. v".1.101.41 , 1/4-1, . s4
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adults (9). The youthful migrantd have been motivated by

many different factors. Migration ;from farts to citiesemaSr

be a voluntary, response to the
.

"pull ". factors,, the-attrac-

tfons offed by the cities. The awarenessof a lack of

°educational, occupational, social, recreational, cultural

and health opportunithes in, 6hela home town has I4vn a,

strong impetus to move.. Encouragement of family, peers, o7r

teachers may add to_ the desire to migrt;te.

Young people may feel a.clseatisfaction with their home

.communities withOutneceesarily feeling an attraction for

other Combnitips. A small town may, appear to'have(poor
c,

prospects for growth. -due to la of facilities,or-reeourcos

or to poor geographic location. Still others /who migrate

mar have OeferreVtp remain in their home c =unities; but

are no longer able to continue in an,agrieu tural occupation.

They are involuhtarily subject to thia "push" pattern of
O

migration.

Young people who perceive superior occupational adiran-
r,

tares outside of their rural.communities.amd leave Willingly

and those who are pushed out from lack of opportunity may

find the ideology'or freedom of pccupational choice limited

in reality. Individual participants in the labor forc1e

have little opportunity to perceive the total range of

occupations, assess their particular 'abilities and aptitudes;

and select accordingly. Migrants from rural to urban areas,



in particular, 6y. have less knowledge than urban natives

concerniig-the range of jobs. available in cities. They may

ntt be qualified educationally for the jobs-they desire

"because of vocational. limitations in their rural school

syStems, (42).-

In addition to entering a labor market for which they-

may be ill prepared; rural migrants may face enormous per-

sonal adjustments. Rural families and- rural communities

typically are characterized by a "h h degree of cohesion or

solidarity in their interpersOnal ationships. The rural

migrant may feel uncomfortable ente g into a different

.social system, particularly that of

social bonds may be weaker than those with which he is
,

-faml5liar'or in a cons tant state of flux, He may-have been

a,large city, where

socialized earlier to work independently or with a minimum

of sOcial 'intfpactiOn, while now he may have to give up his

tendency for self-reliance-in order to blend his, personality

harmoniously with theopersonalities of. others. Feelings of

dissatisfaction may stem both"from his social contacts,

which are more impersonal and less secure than those in his

community of socialization, and from his occupational role,

1,11 which autonomy is now less important and teamwork is more

highly valued...

The ,present study,.then, is cerned. with the effect

of .the changing occupational Struture and the increasing

AJO8
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:Tragratin out of rural areas Pn the career beginnings and
'

,10Ocupational destinations of particular individuals. The
C.

individuals are men and women who graduated from high

Schools in rural areas of oentra]r Iowa in 1948. These

indiViduals will be separated into two broad categories,

Migrants and non-migrants. Distinctions will be made

between the two groups at thi.ea-different Oints in time:

in 1948; while all Were high school seniors, in 1956 and

in 1967.
8

.

SoMe*of the distinctions made between the migrants 'arid
V

non - migrants concern (1) ifferences'in social psychological.

behavior preceding migrati (2) difference in social

behavior-,following migrati --(3) status. of their first

jobs,. (4)

1967 -jobs, and (6) advancement over their father's

occupational status.

From a practical standpoint, the-present stud helps

status of their 1956 joba,'(51--StatUsp:of-thoir

to trace t-40 occupational successes or failUrea,of :people

a of rural origin, living in a society, characterized by

changing occupational needs and demands. The lorigitudinal

6
nature of the study allows a comparison of the eventual

achievement'W those whO stay in or near their home commdn-

ities with':'-fhose who leave; specifically, it.reveals

-Whether these who migrate to4ities can surmount the dis-
.

advantageS leaving their- comrnunie of socialization and

MOS
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take advantage of increased opportunities. ./:.The stu.ckg will

4 .

be ,useful to high school, coUpselore in recognizing
.

students who are likely,to leave their home communitieas and

tourban..vocationalcounselors'tindealin&With the abilities,

'interests, and potentialities of rOral-raised migrants.

From a theoretical point of view, the presen_study

attempts to- add to the research which, examines how

different types of mobility are interrelatedt the extent

to which occupational. 7d ...socioeconomic change accoMpanies,

migration, and whether that change represents upward or

downward social mobility.

The Most extensive studies of social" mobility within

a chan4..48 occupational structure.areby Blau aid Duncan

(6)and,Lipset and Bendix1h3).. A.feW studies, as

thOse:;.of 'Scudder and Anderdon (59) and Ellis and ane(27)

relate theeffect of specific variables

sonality behavior, on upw.ard

Migration and per-
. .

The fermer studies;'

however, use an ex post facto design while the latter

follow the reaPondents over a limited timeperiod. The

present study combines the abjeCtivesof'he previous ones

through a- longitudinal research designwhich pertits

evaluation. of the respondents' personality,behavior before"

migration. as well as of the extent of social mobilityl

achieved n years later,

1O
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The spetific objectives are the following:

-

1.' To examine social-psychological traits
. which may

be,related'to migratiOn lierformance.

2. To examine' social,behaVior-Which may result from A

the migration experience.

To exiOnine migration in relation to occupational

mobility.

To.examine migration in relation to Mobility

over one's father's Occupational statlis..-

To' examine migration in relation to occupational

mobilit within. one's
40.

own 'Aifetite-

.

--These objectives 1411 be pursued in the
1

remaini0 chapters

of Ais -thesis.

10 1



CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Introduction
o

The community in which a person is raised', just as the

race or. ethnic group into which "he is ,born, derines.an
)'

'ascriptive base that may affed't his adult occupational

achievements. Migration partly removes these ascribed .

restrictions. on achievement by enabling an individual to

take advantage of opportunities, not available in his

original' community. '

Migration is Abe Major variable'examined in_this thesis.

It will be discussed within the purview of !two ,major con-
,

cettual areas. Migration will first be examined as a depend-

ent variable in its relationihip po certain social psycholog-

characteristics. 'Accordingly, characteristics dis-

tinguishing migrants from non - migrants will be discussed in'

this chapter, followed by a discussion of. several theOries .

offering social psychological explanations of migration.

Migration also will be examinedlas an independent variable;

in its relationship tO,upwardsoeial mobility. The

meaning of social mobility and some Speciftc patterns of

mobility that may affect migrants in different ways than

general

non - migrants will be discussed 1,n this chapter.

The last part of this chapter will contain a summary

of the conceptual areas and a-presentation of hypotheses.

O
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MiOante Versus Non-m'i'grants

. 1

The-prbcess o migration almost'always'invOlvei some
.

.

;
sort°15f*job shifting Many researchers havetxdocumenfed the

e,

occupational advantages .enjoyed by migrants as cOmpared to

th ir non7migrant contemporaries. Blau and Duncan (00 ip

/thtr extensive survey of "Occupational Change in a Genera-,'

.

tipn4" found that the careers of migrents-sUrpaseed those of
7 .

non-migrants in prestige and income." .PreviAllyi Scudder

and Anderson (59) had found that individuals Who migrated
. P

from small communities in Kentucky were more upwardly
. :

mobile than those who remained behind.: Sahwarzweller'found
., 0

v
. that. high school graeitates who did not migrate had even

less Material success than-drop-outs who moved to
. ,

. ..industrial areas (58).

In viewing the superior occupational achievements of

:migrants as compared to non-migrants,, most researchers

focus on migration as a selective process, examining the

qualities of migrant o which differentiate them irOM non-

migrants., Bowles, for example, found that those who

migrate differ from non-migrants as to.age, sex, marital

status, intelligence, education, i me, and emplbyment (9).1

More specifically,°Olson Tound that high educational

.attainment, high social status, and a greater*amount of

knowledge concerning jobs available ()aside one's home

,community were relaeed tb migration (50).- .Martinson's

0 V3
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study of young Minnesota migrants reported that social

aggressiveness was an important factr in the migrationof

girls; while academic achievement in,highschool and

.Urban$-Orientod interests were more important: in the

migration of boys (L.7).

A Special study (72) by the Bureau of Labor Statistics

of the characteristiv of migrants who tpliedbetween_March,

1962 and March 1963i together with data fpm the 1960

:census, indicated that most migrants were better educated

than those who did not move; 25 percent of the young men

Who migrated betWeen 1955 and 1960 were college graduates

compared with nine percent ,of the non-migrants.- Young men

who followed professional and technical occupations 'had

, .

exceptionally high geographic movement a's compared to

blue-collar workers.

The overwhelming evidence of "superior" traits of

migrants seems'te) indicate that migration is selective, of

A
men with greater pOxentlal for occupational achievement.

, Such findings,howeVer, do not rule out the alternative

'hypothesis that migration is an 'advantageous,experierke

that improves a manis occupational abilities bit freeing'

- P

him from the job limitations in his home community and

opening up-almost, limitless new opportuniti;s. Blau and

Duncan (6), infact,found that the residual differences

when training and early experiences are controlled lend

JO 11
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p )t

credence to the notion that the migration process in

itself protiotes 8).1=ees.
Ne,

Blau: and- buncan further suggest e that the eSidual.

superiority of the migrants may have been due also to some

other background 'factors that were not reflected in educe-,

tion, socioeconomic Status or financial-position, but more

related to the migrants' personality structure. They cite

-T- initiative as an example. Qthe7 researchers have begun to

I

analyze personality factors differentiating migrants.from

non-migrants. Martinson's study of,young Minnesota.

)

migrants reported-that aspects of personal adjustment were

related ,to and perhaps causative of migration from rural

communities to urban areas (47).

Following the suggestion of previous migration studies,

.re

social-psydhological behaviOr which may help explain differ-

ences between. migrants and non-migrants and help account for

th4lr later occtpationalchievements will be examined'in

this thkis. Accordingly, in the next section a theoretical

rationale for social - psychological behavior that distlinguishe

migrants from non-migrants will be sdt forth. Also investi-n.

gated in this thesis:will be post-migration accomplishments

of migrants as compered t non-migrants in view of possible

Personality differences ar with(recognitionpf the migrants'

increased opportunities outside Of their high'school com-

munity of'resid c . ,The'lest tt6 sections of this chapter
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will contain a-review of the' liter tune dealing with ti

mobility nattern6 of m1F7r;antrz, and lon- migrants. The over -rill

-result of",theconceptual framework presented lereinA:s a

merpfnr of the sociolorical anti psychological anbroaches to -

the stuey of, social mobility.
.11

10ocial-nsychological Aspects of Migration,

Dissociative hypothesis

At the turn of the century y Durkheim set forth some

theories of social isolatio . He said that any.phenomenon

which tends to increase an individual's social isolation

'and his loneliness favlers'an increase in suicide.' 0oolOy

in Social Organization, published in 1909, stated that'any

change okocCuPation or socioeconomic statuslrequires new
10

efforts and neWpork from. an individuall,inereilsinthe

'activity of the nervous system and causing a perm nent

mental strain (15).

Sorakin builtilbon the ideas of Durkheim and Cooley to

. establish what sociologists lat'er called -61)6 dissociative

hypothesis. According to *s hypothesis, Mobility

"diminishes intimacy and increases psycho-Social isolation

and loneliness of individuals" (68); the mobile man is

unattached-to anything or anybody. Although individual

restlessness and rootlessness result in e nsycholopical

cost to the individual, they nre a benefit to society_
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because they result in increasedfcreativity, adaptability,

and circulation of the elite.

According to Blau, oCcupational mobility, both upward

and downward, poses-,Special dilemmas for establishing inter=

personal relationships and becoming 'integrated into the

community (5). 'Occupationally mobile men are marginal men,

out of 'tune with others, both in their new and original

strata in the occupational hierarchy Consequently,Jf the

mobile person is neither well. integrated amorig those whose
Q

socio-economic status he once shared, nor.among those whose

sociv-economicstatuS he strives to assume, his behavior 44o

can be expected to deviate from that prevalent in both

groups. 'Blau found that many beliefs and practices of the

.upwardly mobile and, of 'the downwardly mobile are inter-.)

mediate between those of the.stationary highs and of the

stationary lows. CroCkett expects that the lesser social

integration of the mobile will be manifest in str nger,

feelings of insecurity (17).

Ameliorative hypothesis

Ellis and Lane 06) consider the ameliorative

hypothesis 'a major alternative to theditsociative,

hypothesis, since it assumes thatvery instance of

,mobility need not require personality adjustment. The

ameliorative hypothesis,'which refers to the notion of

lower-cl-aas persons gaining acceptance by middler,class

1:1

0
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groups whose values, norms., b.nd'judgmental s.tandards
o

they emulate;,is. based upon reference group theory.

Reference-group theory, particularly, -s it has been

systematized by:Merton and Rossi (49), rzife soto the process

through Which men.relate themselves to groups: groups to,

whose valuAs they refer their own behavior anc with whose

members tiey compare themselves in appraising $arious

aspects ?of their situation.

Lipset and Bendfi,( ) have applied the refterente

group concept too social Iity. They assume that.the

potentially upwardly mobile usull1; undergo anticipatory

socialization., thAt is, they absorb the norms and behavior

traits of the higher strata long before they have actually

changed their social positions. Such anticipatory socialize-
4

tiOxr causes individuals to become "non-conformists" within

their social aroupand,to function iaithout strong primary

group' tles. Lipset and Bendix,noted that various psycho-

logical.studies have indicated that4e ability to conform
o

to the' norms-of'groups of which they.are not yet members

ikpart 6 the perSonal;ty syndrome of the upwardly

mobile individual.'

Compensatory hypothesis

Psychoanalytically-oriented social Scientists-interpret

the effects of migration according to a third theoretical.

exnlanation; the compensatory hypothesis. To them social

)018
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isolation is not a consequence of mobility but a concom--

`itant of it. The compensatory hypothesis holds that mobile

individuals are different to begin with: socially inept,

constrained individuals, socially deprived because of.

childhood and early adolescent,expertenceS 4who turn to

status strivings to CompensatF eqr their feelings of

deprivation. Thothe who riie-in the social structure may,

as adults, encounter inordinate difficulties in establishAng:

close ties with others, but this isolation is only a "Om-

tinUation of (the 'same) superficial, impermanent primary

group relations that originally motivated them to their

class circumstances" (24).

Various studies have focussed on the inherent person-

ality traits of mobile indivi uals. Lipset 142) found that

"rural and small town dwellers if they move out of the

status of their parents, are most likely todo so in a large

city, while their more stabile neighbors remain to their

Place of origin." Martinson showed that non - migrant farm
1

boys were more closely identified .and "adjusted to" their

families and .home communities than, migrant farm boys (47).

41': _A-comprehensive study of business leaders by Varner

and Abegglen found that the upwardly mobile, as comparedoto

the non-moblle, showed stronger trait f independence, along .

with an inability to form intimate relatiO ships (76).

Consequently, they were often socially isolated men. The
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authors hypothesized that theupwardly mobile wereescaping

familyfrom depressed.
atospheres in which the fatherWss

an inadequate-and-unreliable
figure.

Ellis' study of mobile career women, who had few

friends and werettore socially isolated as A.dUlts.than the

, s

,

.

non-mobile shoWd.-that .larger proportions of mobile Women

than non-mobile
hadiexpekenced at least partial rejeetion

by -parents Whb had shown favoritism toward a sibling or

siblings (24). A significantly greater proportion of the

mobile indicatedless attachtentato their,parents.

a
Interrelationship of the three hypotheses

The three hypotheses dealing with the individual's

,-

soclal-psychological
reaction to Mtgration can be distin-

guished bye their temporal relatiOnship
to the concept

The diSsbciati;e hypothesis says that upward

mobility precedeS.docial isblation, while thecOmpensatory

hypotheSis says that social isolation precedes mobility.

These are clearly competing theories, that is, they cannot

both be true at the same time. The ateliorative hypothesis

is a competing alternative to the dissociative on if

anticipatory socialization provides extinction of. pld

patternS of habit and- thoUght as. Well as aequisitiOn of new
o

oneS then mobility will not result in social:

The ameliorative hypothesis is not necessarily a. competing

. one with the compenSatory hypothesis, for they may both

) 0 2 0
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exist together. For example, an individual who is by

nature sociallyiqnept and isolated and who can be'expected

to strive for upward mobility, may nevertheless have

*absorbed the values, norms, and judgmental standards. Of

the group to which he aspires'.

.11is and Lane (26), who

tive hypotheses whiCh'explain

have labeled these alterna-

the impact of mobility on an.

indiVidual, have evised a method of testing the dissocia'

tive hypothesis A ainstithe compensatory and ameliorative.'

.ones. In order t make - this test methodologically, it

-v)ouldenedesea-i9 to capture upwardly mobile individual

at'a time of major Status transition to determineowhether

significant step in 'upward mobility is, in fact,,i.cco,

panied by a period of social isolation. Ellie and Lane

reasoned that "if siocial isolation is a result, independent

evidence needs to be gathered as to whether this isolation

can be attributed-to-1).earlier inability td form effective

-bocial relations or 2) the absence of anticipatory social-
,

ization."

Research by Ellis a d"Lane, using 126 male under-

graduates entering Stanford University in the fall of 1958,

verified the so-called dissociative hypothesis. For those

respondents, a prolonged periOd of estrangement was the

normal, direct consequence of upward mobility (26). They

found no earlier inability to form effective social

)021

7
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'relations, .,or in effect, they rejected the compensatory

hypothesis. In an earlier .study y-uSing the Same respondents

. (27), Frills and Lane had found that anticipatory socializa-

tion existed, but as a gradual, continuing proceSs that was

only partially effective in preparing mobile individuals for

the middle-cla4S world they Were entering. .In effect, they

1\._

did not completely"aocef)t the ameliorative hypothesis.

The reference group theory union which Ellis and,Lane

based their ameiorative hypothesis deals with specific

types of reference groups, namely, those based upon social

class In testing the dissociative hypothesis against its

two alternatives :, ,Ellis lane focussed on'social class.

Their sample consisted Of:lower-clastyOuth, and they

tested the sues of their adjustthent to. a middle-class

subculture, college. The present thesl,wf attempt to

test the dissociative hypothesis against its competil*

.
-alternatives eMphasizing a type of mobility experience,

other than that between social classes. The emphasis here
Ai

will not be on the effects of movement from lower class to

middle class. Sigce most of he respondents started from

a middle-class background,,,:the major adjustment they faced

was not the acceptance and internalization of middle.-class

over lower-class values and norms.

The emphasis in the present thesis Ts rather. on the

meaning. of geographic movement; movement obt'of rural social

. ,
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systems characterized by .cohesion and solidarity either into

0. different rural areas, or.416iie likely, into urban areas.

To test the:,-dissoCiatiVe hypothesis against Its competing ;

alternatives Usin'g a rural tDon-rural clistinctiOn, the

amelioratiVe,hYPpthesis is respecified. Rather than Ellis

,

and_,Lane!SI.owerclass or middlecl4Ss reference groups,

the referencegrOups in the present thesis will be based on

Loomis and13.0eglels (46) GeSellschaft and Gemeinschaft

sySteMsi:4drawn from the Ideal-type conceptS:of Toennies:

Spe6ifiCa11y, individuals with..GemeinSchaftvalues can be

expected pb treat relationships as ends in themselves,

determined by norms whiCh are personal, or 'particular, and
' 1

characterized by. emotional or affective. behavior. Those

respondents wIth'Gesellschaft values treat relationships

as means. to ends, with relatiohships governed by affective

neutrality. In terms of anticipatory socialization,

then,;those individuals who are able to anticipate

Gesellschaft relationships preys ent'in non-rural systeMs

wh.110 theyl% are yet residing in Gemeinschaft social systems,

are prepared to make the transition without ill effect.

J
Mobility

The concept mobility refers to several.different types

of movement. Geographic mobility is the migratibn of a

person out of one community and the establishment of 7

residence in another community Social mobility,is movemen
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of individuals from-Apositions in the social structure

possessing a certain rank to positiataof either higher

or 1oWer rank,in that system. Certain theorists known as

functionalists believe that the status.4role positions in a

social system can be rankedaccording to their importance

to that social slateth. In an industrial -society,- the basis

for such social stratification is an occupatiq,pal hierarchy,

with the ordering of occupations according to their

significance for the preserVation:,Of the society.

lb 1945 Davis and Moore publlAhedtheir functional

stratification theory (19). According to it, sadiety,has

a vast array of-different tasks.tO, be accomplished in order_

to assure its survival:. For the society to remain func-

tional, men performing the more useful, important, and

valuable occupational tasks receive greater rewards in the
1.

form of privilege, material goods, and, power. Asociety

survives, at least' in part, by giving disproportionately

large rewards to persons in positions which provide the

most valuable services'. The rewards need be adequate only

to secure a sufficient number of people in the required

positions. Taylor, for example, has noted that the reward

system is negatively aimed at keeping.theless essential
.

positions from competing successfully with the more

essential positions (69).

flJ24 l
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The occupational hierarchy serves as a, r eciiPg4

adjusting device between the services: necessary preserve-

the'social order and the rewar'ds,necessary to1,a1iCit thoSS

contributions. 'The occuWitional ,structure'inern

industrial society not only constitutes an iMp*ptant

foundation for the Main dimenSiOns Of.social ktr4tIfication

but. also servas'as the connecting link between different
,

institutions and spheres of life (6). AccOrOln0o

'Parsons and Smelser, it isthelink between) e economy

and the family through which the economy affapta the

femily's status and the family.supplies manpQv r to- the
4+4

economy (52). When the head of a hausehol&43*ances through

the occupational hierarchy,- the status of 11M dependent

family as well as his own moves upward;

AcCording to the functionalists, thentha hii)rarchy

of occupational strata, which reveals tha-Olationahip

between the social contribut Ons men make .ily.furnishing

various services and the rewards they recafe in return,' is

a hierarchy differentiated by prestige. 111Mbars of a social

system will esteem most highly those occuptIonaltasks,

.which provide the most useful services and4consequently offer

the most.privilege po 'zer, and material ebds to thod'e who

provide those tasks.' On an empirical basis, occupations

have been ranked according to the prestighey entail. In

1947 North and Hatt constructed a scale firoin, a National.

J025,
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Opinion ResearJh Center,-(NORC) study of-a comprehensive

list of occupations (32). 14 constructidt the NORC scale,
,

North and Hatt liStea'90 occupatioxial:,titles -representing--

88 separate occupation including two fUrrotrOningai a

reliability check. The occupational titieSiwere arbitrarily

\s,:A.

judged to be.a represeritative cross-section of all-occupa-

tioilal statuses for/2:14110h prestige.stores,Can be derived.

The titles were baled on Smith's (66)earlier'ComPilation

of Occupational titles, eliminating):164viapt-behavior

occUPationsan&the subsumed under more general types,

and adding some frequently reported occupations from the

1940 census.
,

The social prestige of the occupations was ratede-

telleilt," "good',7! "average,' "somewhat below average," and

pool0J, by a nationwide sample of 2,900 Americans. The.five

rating categories were assigned arbitrary weights sand

... the sum of the products of the percent In each,
category and the arbitrary weight then was divided
by five to yield an average score for each occupa-
tion. The resulting) score thus has a theoretical
Maximum of 100 and a minimum of 20. In general,
the 88 stimuli form a progression, from a score of
6 for U.S. Supreme Court justice to 33 for shoe-
shiner, with a substantial number of dual score's (55)

Simpson and Simpson .(b2) have empirically tested
,

_

whether occupational prestige is a valid measure of an

, occupation's flemctional importance. In a 1960 study, 21

social science gradaate students rated the 90 North-Hatt
t

'

0
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occupation -on the basis of responsibityfi training,

education, skill required in the occupation, and personal.

autonomy, The principal finding was that training,

education, skill.',and responsibility collectively' accounted

for the great amount of variance in occupational prestige.

Simpsoh and Simpson thus concluded that their data were

consistent with the functional'theory of stratification
O

becauSe functional responsibility is a close estimate.-

of functional importance. (62).

If a person's rank in the occupational hierarchy

determines his status in the social syStem, then. occupa-

tional mobility is a-more specific form of .social. mobility.

Odcupational mobility can refer tto any sort of change in

the oCcupational hierarchy, either shifting from one/type

of.oCcupation to a different type possessing equivalent

prestige, or moving upward to a job possessing a hipher

status (more functional to society) or downWard to a job
a

possessing a lower'tatus (less functional to society).

For simplification, most'empirical studies on

occupational mobility classify occupations into three

broad categories-of manual, non-manual, snd farm. .Lipset

and Bendix (43) have assumed that moving from manual to

non - manual- employment constitutes upward mobility among

males for the following reasons: f) most male non-manual

occupations have More prestige than most manual Occupations,

)(T27



even skilled ones; 2) among-. males, white-collar positions

generally lead to hi &her incomes than manual-emplo ment; 3)

non-manual positions in general require more educatiOmthan

manual positions; and 4) holders of non-manual positions,

even low-paid white-collar jobs, are more likely than

manual- workers to think .of themselves as members of the

middle class.

Writers have in general avoided stating whether the

movement of farmers into the other two categories, manual

and non-manual, represents upward or downward.mobility.

\Lipset an Bendix (43) have offered the explanation -that

farm faMilies are of various socio-economic levels and that

their occupational classification is not as closely

correlated with socio - economic status.as is the occupational

eltssification of the urban population. While the prestige,

of white-011er workers, as'empirically measured on the
.

North -Hatt scale, ranges approxiMately between 67 and 74,

and°thO'prestige of skilled blue-collar Workers rangeS
*

, .

between 55 and 66,' prestige for farm. workers touches all

levels, For example, 'a hired hand received a'score.of 500'

a. tenant farmer, 68, and a farm owner and operator, 76.

Empirical studies on vertical mobility have almost

totally neglected women. From a practical standpoints-data

on women's careers is sketchy since womep. only-differentially

14pgage in the occupational world.'. Taylor. stated that, by
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the 1960's more than 35 percent of American females over s`,

1

14 were employed in the American labor market (69). One-
.

%third of the married women living with their husbands were

employed outside of the home,, and 35 percent of the women

with no children under age 18 were employed.

Theorists explain the status' of women in terms' of

their husbands' positions in the occupational hierarchy.

Lenski has stated:

... For the great majority, of women, the role of wife

and mother is the major source of rewards in adult-

years. Unlike male occupational roles, however, this

role is highly diversified, yielding rewards which
vary almost as greatly as the total spectrum of male

roles. This is only natural since the rewards
accruing to,a housewife are determined largely by her,

husband's role. Hence, for purposes of analysis in

the field of stratifi-cation, it would be far.More .

realistic if there were an explicit distinction
between_th .role of housewife married to a banker,

for example and housewife married to an unskilled

worker (40).

.Since women there the benefits of their husbands'

status-roles, Lenski concluded that "the best opportunity

- _
for upward mobility occurs during the periOd of-courtship. .

In the marriage market; the resources whicharefmost

relevant for women are quite different from those which are

most relevant in the markets where men compete!' Lenski

believed that physical appearance is of considerable

importance. Its considerable dependence on genetic

.
determination introduces a certain randoMizing element

into the picture, thereby stimulating vertical mobility.

029
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Sinde mobility for women is less dependent on family

socio-economic status and education than it is for men,

Lenski suspee,ted that the mobility opportunities for

women are "somewhat greater than for men. To substantiate

this-belief, he cited the Detroit Area Study of 1958. The

Detroit Study compared occupations of males with the

occupations -.-of their fathers and the occupations of the

females' husbands with those of the females' fathers.

0
It was fund that..30 oercent of -the males and 34 percent

of the married fembles were mobile across the non-manual
o

versus manual and farm line.

Occupational and social status are associated with

many factors, such as'level of income, consumption

.patternsvlevel of' aspiration, family structure, community

reputation, and use of leisure time, ithirdh, taken together,-

constitute a style of life. Differences in life style,

which connotes, the way people im various classes live, as

compared to persons in other classes, is the key to social

Class differences. Upwardly socially mobile individuala

can be'expected to be oriented toward middle-class values.

Some of these values are great stress on occupatiohal

achievement,. high regard for education ,.and high aspirations

for children. In a statewide study of high school seniors,

Sewell, Haller and Strauss concluded that there was a

relationship between occupational and educational aspirations
o

0030
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for children-and parental occupational prestige

status (60).

Lipset and( Bendix (43) noted the effeCt that a

change in occupational setting has on the life style of

an individual. They observed that workers

behave'differently froM small businessmen or skilled.

workers, and when a manual worker moves to a white-collar

,/,o13 he often feels and'acts as if;he has moved from ne

class to another even though the prestige of his new

occupation may be no greater than that of his old.one.

In the same. ve n, Bauder andl Burchinal (3) recognized the

idifrei;nce in tfe style between farm
.

and non-farm
0

residents. They cited'the'"traditional lower value. placed

on education by farm residents" as the reason that farm-
.-

migrant couples,toDes Moines had lower aspirations for
.

'their children's education than had couples without.farm

°backgrounds.

In.summalir, functionalists theorize that the-differ-

ential distributicin of rewards and depriVations based on

occupations must be true. Empiricists have shown that

occupations do indeed have sociai reality, a'direct

.meaning for status positions. The movement of individuals

upward thrdUgh a hierarchy of positiOns is conspicuously

emphasized in the traditional. American ideology.' This

movement often involveS:changin life style. The next

)031
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two sections in this chapter will discuss two major

patterns of occupational mobility.

inter-generational mobility /

(

.1
Most of the empirical studies of mobility have given

.'
.

alviostiexclusive attention to' "occupational mobillty.!'.
0

A Standard type of occupational mobility study its the

intergenerational type, which compares the status of a

member of a particular geheration,With the status of a

:Amber of the Precedihg generation. Typically, the

.comparison has been-between the highest occupational

attainment° of a father and the occupations of his son or'

sons at some' point during their careers. Comparisons may

be.of several types; for example, comparisons may be

between the "principal" job of the father and the job of

his son et a certain age, or between the.highest'status

job of the father and the job of his son at a particular

point in time'.

A central feature of most quantitative studies of

inter-generational mobility is the mobility table. The

mobility table cross- classifies the father's occupation

by his son's occupation, indicating the frequency,of

movement from any position to any other position in the

occupational structure.. The frequency of.coincidence of

sons' occupatMis with fathers' occupations is taken as the

)032



amount of mobility experienced by the population.

Mobility tables unifOrmly show deviation from random

distribution, that is,-4they show that the filial status is

statistically and positively. .dependent on-parental status

in varying degrees (29). Specifically Rogoff has noted

..,,,that one of the- recurrent findings in previous iiesearch on

.occupational mobility was that sons are more likely t

enter their father's occupation than any other single

occupation (57).

Sons are likely to pursue their fathers' occupations

'under certain conditions: (1) if the fathers are self-

employed; (2) if the self:employed fathers utilize, sub-
.

.stantial capital inJthenpursuit of their occupations;

(3) if entry into the father's occupation is re'gulated by

licensing, examinations, union control, apprenticeship or

other-obstacles that are the parental status may aid the

son to overcome; and (4) if. the 'parental occupation

requires...special training or education (29):

Quantitative studies of'inter-generational mobility -.

do not always compare ^a son's.specific job to his father's

". specific job. Other comparisons made betwe'n the genera-

tions are general occupational category to general

occupational categOry(such as manual_ to non:manual or

farm) and prestige leVel to prestige level. Even using'

these broader' comparisons, there Is evidence of strong,

)033
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connection between father and son in occupation.- Com-

munity-focussed investigations Oesocial class, such as the ;

studies published by W. L. Warner and his associates,
,

implied that mobility was rare and class lines were firm.

CUltural determinists express grave doubts about the

ability of an individual to rise much above the oecupational

status leyel of his father. Lipset and Bendix stated that.:

If an ihdiyidual comes .from the working class, he
will typically receiy4. little educatioir or- vocational
advice; while he attends school,_, his job plans for the
future will, be vague and when he leaves achool he'ia
likely to take the first available job he cars' find.

The poverty, lack of planning, and failure to explore
fully the available job opportunitle6 that characterize
the working class family are handed down from genera-
tion to generation. The same accumulation of factoi.si

-whichin the,working class creates a'series of
.

mounting disadvantages, worka,to the advantage of a
child coming from a well-to-do family (43).'

They thus concluded that the social status of parents and

the educhtiop of their children are Closely related both

to the nature of the children's first jobs.and to the

pattern of their later careers,.

Yet recent statistics have indicated that ,a large

majority of men are engaged in occupations different from

the occupations .of their fathers. In 1953 Rogoff (57)

noted thnt.from 60 to 75 percent of the population were

,

engagecr.ln occupations other than,those followed 'by their

fathers. She concluded that occupational mobility was

more prevalent than occupatipnal immobility or ,inheritance,
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that is, assuming the same job.as onels4. father. More

recently, the most comprehensive information. on inte(

JEeneratiOnal'occupational mobility of adult males in the

United States was'obtained in March of 19b2 as part of a

nationwide.survey conducted by .the United States Census
e

Buieau The' data indicated a substantial amount of

occupational shifting of adult males among 17 broad groups

of 'occupations (b).

Writers° generally attribute father-son occupational

differences to societal changes, specifically to the

J.=
changing'occupatignal distribution from. one generation to

the next. When-occupationaldistribution changes from

.one -generation to the next; it is'impossiblefor all sons,

to remain in the occupational statuses of their fathers.

Industrialization is the major cause of changes in

occupational opportunity structure, according to most

writers. Industrialization has, been responsible for in-

creasing occupational opportunities in white-collar. and

-professional occupations and decreaStng availability of

positions for manual and for farm workers., After

industrialization has advanced, Job opportunities can be

expected to-stabilize. . Rams'y (54), for _example, has

observed thgt the more urbanized and industrialfzed he

.place of residence; the greater, was the similar y in the

occupational distribution of fathers and sons. In ,terms,
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Of mobility, then, the tendency is toward a higher rate or

net occupational mobility in localities where agriculture

and other nonindustrial occupations predominate.

Thp increasing degree of inter generational mobility

found among people living in or near rural areas has been

obvious for several generations. About the urn of the

Century, a Study of Minnesota farmersby C. Zimmerman

. ,

showed that while 85.5 percent of the farmerS had 'farmer-

i

flItherb, only 63.7 percent of their chljldren
1

adren had entered'

farining et la years and older (68). Riau and Duncan (6)

found that in 1962, 4:aln 85oercent of those who were

farmers were sons of farmers, but only 16.L1 percent of all

of the sons of farmers And f rm managers were engaged in

farming.

It should be stressed that inter-generational mobility

is much greater for. those who leave the -rural -areas than

for those who remain. Scudder And Anderson (59) /compared"

11.

the mobility of migrants and non-migrants to the achieve-

ment of their fathers in a small liontucky community.

They found that occupational inheritance was greater fOr
.o

the remaining than for the migrant sons, with' -fewer of the

migrants entering occupations rated at'the same prestige

level as those of their fathers. There vfas a moderate

upward trend in mobility among the migrants as compared

)038
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with their fathers, while a marked downward drift of

mobility characterized the non-migrant sons.

s.

Intragenerationa). mobility

Occupational movement takes plade not only between one

generation and the next, but from one time period to,another

in the career-of an individual. 'A few studies have dealt

with the mobility experienced,by individuals during the

course of their lifetimes. In these intra-generational

studies, mobility is measured by comparing the occupational

position of an individual at two or more Points in time

during his occupational career.

The few existing Studies which trace the careers of

individuals over time attest the substantial amount of

occupational shifiiingithin the life of one generation.

Blau and Duncan's analysis (6) of the 1962 nation-wide

sample survey of occupational mobility of United States

men showed thst only 23.6 percent of the men had the same

occunation in which they began their careers. Many who

had not changed were young men who had been in the labor

force only a short time.

Lipset and Bendix (43) found job mobility 'prevalent

in their analysis of the work histories of a sample of

Oakland, California, middle-status labor force as of 1949.

A large proportion of the respondepts had worked in

M37
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different communities-, in different kinds of occupations,

and at a' number of different jObs. Shifting rom one

occupation to.another 'generally occurred betw en occupa-

tional positions of similar status levels, th t is,'within

manual or. non-manual occupations rather than etween them.

Rogoff (57) notel' that career, studies generally indicate,

that °no more -than 50 percent of the population moves out of

the occupational class in-which the first position was held.

Similarly, the Oakland labdr-market study found that the

first job is generally an excellent predictor of the.sub-

aeouen career (43).

.Individuala' In different occupational classes,

° how;ver, show different degrees of mobility between

varying <47.1ps of jobs. The high degree cT movement of

those who began work in farm jobs is anitxtehtion to the

. norm of stebility across the broad occupational categories.

Sorokin hypothesized that

.., other conditions being equal...Members of
ocoupations which disappear. shift more intensely than
members of occupations Which develop and prosper...
In a country :there agriculture does not rapidly dis-
appear, the occupational mobility of those engaged in
agriculture is likely to be slow; in a country where
.agriculture dies out, the shifting of agriculturalists
to other occupations is likely tcbe high (68).

The decline in the number of farmers in our- society

has had implications for the careers of rural people. The

agricultural ladder, on which a farm bpy is first a non -paid

a
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laborer on his -.father's farm, then a hired: man, then a

tenant., then operator of EL mortgaged farm; and finally a

fart owner, is becoming increasingly difficult 'to climb.

Rogers (56) noted that larger farts. require tore capital

to firiance,th that a longer life expectancy means most

farmers are not ready to retire when their'Sons are old

enough Sit o work full-time, rind that rising,, costs make it

more difficult to.enter,farming without help.

If a-rural young. man enteringthelbor fo e'.seei
. .

,

, i
little Prospect for mobility in.farming,.,hp ca lenter a low

.

.

I

level pDb in the rural area or migrate with pr ospects of
.

improvina his mobility chances. Blau and Dunca (6) have

found-a tendency for the rural migrants to sert_at low-

status manual occupations because they,are less aware of

white-collar jobs than m en reared in cities, and consequently

are not able to compete effectively for them. Upset .(14.2)

provided a similar explanation for the ldw occumlionaI

levels of the rural-raised people in his sample of PerSons

employed in the San Francisco Bay area; He conc?Aided that

the general lack of educational facilities and 4e limited

occupational differentiation in rural areas restridt the

rural youth's range of knowledge, thus resulting-in low

',levels of educational and occupational aspirations. 'He

hypothesized that low levels of aspiration °reduced the low

levels of achievement obsery ed over a time period.
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Lipset (b2) suggepted the,following relationship

`between social mobility and community of Orientation:-

` those who grow up in.small communities-and remain in them

are the least :upwardly mobile, yhile th se who are
a

socialized tn metropolitan areas have the most opportunity

fOr upward mobility.

The ,expaneionj.n the proportion of white-collarojqbs,

along-with the declining proportion of farmers! sons, has

resultectin an increased rate Of upward intra-generational

mobility into whitet-collar'occupations, atoording to

Lipset and Bendix(4.3). Rogers (50 noted that farm people

who leave the farm and migrate to the city are fairly evenly

distributed in both high and low status urban occupations.

Altivough:they may have started in low -level jobs, the

advantages existing in the non-rural labor market reults

in higher achievement over the year for migrants than for

their .contemporaries who have remained in.their community .

of upbringing.

Summary

The nreceding review of the literaturt illustrates

the effett of migration out of rural areas on an individual's

personal' adjustment and subsequent occupational attainment.

Migrants have been found to suffer.froM feelings, of

insecurity, either intrinsic to their psychological Make-up

() 4 0 0
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or resulting from the rigors of the migration experience.

Accordingly,.migration may be just one manifestation of the

social isolation characterizing an individual, or it may .be

in itself the cause of feelings of social isolation which

can be overcome ff the individ4a1 has had proper anticipa-

tory socialization.
C

Other researchers who are not particularly interested

in the social-psychological aspects of migration have found

that migrants out of rural areas differ from non-migrants .

in their levels of career aspiration and awareness of

opportunities outside of their 16cale. SOme migrants had

not intended to leave home while they were yet in high

school, but were forced out Qsbecause of the lack of Oppor-
.

tunities on the indreasingly-mechanized farms, the inability

to raise the capita,t6 start in farming themselves, and

the inability to find a satisfying non-farming career in

`therural area.

Regardless of the motivation to leave their home

communities, rural migrant have achieved higher prestike

'occupations than rural non-migral s. Lack of data in the
-if

present study prevents an examination of the findings that

migrants from-rural areas do not achieve occupational_
d

status levels as high as those achieved by urban natives.

In addition to the migrant-non-Migrant, comparisons,

the present study analyzes occupational mobility in its two

.011
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complementary aspets, inter-generational mobility,

comparison of one's career wlth one's PatherJs achievement,

and intra-generational, a look at the career;.mobilty

of a'single individual over time.. In an increasingly

industrialized society, rural origins have sloecialimplica-,

tions for these two kinds of mobility.

There is almost perfect occupational inheritance

..among farmers, that is, almost every farmer_ is the son of

a farmei-. Not every farmer's son, however, has the

opportunity or desire to become a farmer, so that occupa-

tional inheritance is greater for the non-migrant than for

the migrant sons., With the declining proportion of man-

power needed to. operate farms, shifting of agriculturalists

to other occupations and between occupational status levels

is high. While migrants from rural areas may enter the

labor market at' low-strata occupations, they tend to hav-e

more occupational mobility over than the rural

non - migrants..

Specification of the Hypotheses

The preceding.review of literature has shown that

migration performance is related to background factors in

an individual's life - situation and to his personality and

that,,in turn these factors effect his occupational achieve-

ment. The concert migration the'refore is the central

ii042
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distinguishing concept of each hypothesis; the relation-
N

ship between migration performapce and antecedent social-
%

psychological behavior will be examined. in General'

Hypothesis I. The relationship between migration perform-
,

fame and later mobility attitudes and occupationei., Achieve-
.

tents will.be examined in the remaining hypotheses.

The hypothesis ,are stated first in geperal form,

indicating the theoretical relationship betiTeen concepts,

with empirical subhypotheses specifying the Irelationship

between operational measures General hypotheses will be

accepted or rejected on the basis of the results of the

testing of the empirical hypotheses.

\ Social-psychological behavior and migration performance

O General Hypothesis I: Ap individual's migration

performance is related to the nature of his inter-

personal relationships. \
.

The first hypothesis tests the compensa.-6)ry theory

which holds tht feelings of insecurity charcterize the

migrant from his early childhood, and that migration is

only one manifestation of his attempt to' compensate for

feelings of rejection or inadequacy. It also tests the

ameliorative hypothesis which holds that a potentially

mobile person will withdraw from his social milieu and

relate to, persons whom he,hopes to emulate and t ,groups
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which he aspires to°enter. °Sub-hypotheses 1 and 2

specify the expected isolation from primary family%nd

identific'ation with'significant others which distinguished

migrants from nlon-migrants in 19148 while they were all

high school seniors.

Sub-hypothesis 1: Migrants from rural areas will

communicate about plans for the future less

frequently with their parents than will non-

migrants.

Sub-hynothesis02:. Migrants fp rural areas will

seek advice concerning their future plans more

often from persons other than family members

than will non - migrants.

General Hypothesis An individual's migrations.

performanCe is related to subsequent social isolation

and distontent.

If the higher aspirations and consequent achievement

. levels of migrants are related to inability to form close, .

interpersonal relations, then thirants can. be expected

continue their patterns of striving and to persist in'their

feelings of discomfort after Migration. If migrants do not,

differ intrinsically in. personality from non-migrants, they

may still be expected, according,to the dissociative theory,

to feeralienated in their new situation as a result of the

disruptive ingredients_of the migration experience.
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Sub-hypotheses 3, h, and,5 Specify the expected dissatis-

faction with thej956 situation that characterizes

migrants. The next chapter of this thesis will explain

..ohy 1956 data were utilized to determine post-migrktion

indications of social isolation And discont4t.

Sub-hypothesis 2: Compared to non-migrants,
Arr.

migrants will be less active informal

organizations:

Sub - hypothesis L: Compared to non-migrants,
a

'migrants will express less.satisfaction for

their place of residence.

Sub-hypothesf: Compared to non-migrants,

migrants wI.11 express less satisfaction for

their job.
8

Mobility and migration

A man's economic chances are improved by lids mobility,

his not being.rooted to his place of birth through psycho-

logical attachment or economic limitation but free to

leave it for better opportunities elsewhere. Migration

is ariAcXpression of his capacity to move. 'Both.the

psychological make-up of the mipant and his contact with

educational and occupational opportunities have been found

to be related to his later achievement in life and to his

later life style or social status orientation.
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General Hypothesis' IIIi Migration performance is
4

related to upward mobility.

Sub - hypotheses 6, '7, AU 8 Peter-Ito specific .examples

of mobility- and to> attitudes ch&racterizing mobile

Individu'els. Data from the 1967 surveyQare utilized for

examining tneseohypotheses. An individual's level of

.occupatIonal prestige has been.found to be one of the most

important indi=cators of status. The upwardly molDile6indi-:
lt

vidual recognizes the importance of continuing training for
4k--. o

his own occupational advanceme d has high aspirations

fOr his children.

. Sub - hypothesis 6: Migrants will be engaged in!

higher. .prestige,ocmpations than will npn-migrants.

Sub , hypothesis .1: After having established their

.
careers, migrants will desire more additional

training than will non - migrants.

Sub-hypothesis 8: Migrants will have higher .

educational aspirations for their children than

will non - migrants,

Inter- generational mobility

A strong relationship exists between the occupational

status of fathers'and the occupational status of ne

positions in which their sons spend ,tofu- greater pa t of

their careers, especially among F'a'rmers and to a lessor

Q



extent, rural population. Migration out of rural. areas,

where most of the occupations concern farming, has special,

importaticelor, mobility, since the migrants will enter'non-

'

farming occdpations, different from their fathers'

.
Migrants ill-prepared to enter the ixrban labor market

will start at low-level jobs, but a review of the,litera-

ture suggests that migrants start at ,higher levels than

non-migrants because Of perSonal qualities, superior

education, and superior- job opportunities outside of their

home communities. Over time, migrants make even - greater

gains than non,-migrants, as coTpared with their, fathers.

Studies.have shown that a relationship exists between

migration and upward mobility in vocation levels as com-

pared to One16.'father.

The 1948, 1956, and 1967 data are utilized in

examining. the following eses.

General Hypothesis IV: Migration performance is

related to-inter-generational mobility.

Sub-hypothesis 9: Compared to nen-migrants,

migrants will show less occupational inheritance.

Sub-hypethesis 10: Compared to non-migranti,

migrants will enter the labor force at a higher

(mOre positiveor less negative), prestige level

relative to their fathers*.
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Intra-generational! mobility
1

Migration has been found to be selective Of those

who are better prepared 'or occupational success either

thrOUgh educatio end socio - economic status or through

Personal juallties. The high degree of association among

mobility indicators of different kinds is specified in

sub - hypothesis 13. Although rural migrants to'cities tend

to occupy reltively low positions in the urban occupa-

tional hierarchy, they tend to experience a greater, degree

of mobility as compared to rural non-migrants because,of

their*contact with more high status jobs.

The 1956 and 1967 data are utilized in 'examining the

following hypotheses. -

General Hypothesis V: Migration performance is

related to antra- generational mobility.

Sub-hypothesis 11: Migrants will achieve a

greater increase in prestige over. their first

-jobs than will non-migrants.

Sub-hypothesis 12: Migrants will increase .their

occupational prestige at a faster rate than will

non-migrants.

Sub - hypothesis 13: Migrants will Change jobs

more freauently than will non-miErrants during

their years in the labor force.

O

) 4 8
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METHODS AND PROCEDURES

The first section of this chapter is devoted to an

explanation of the data-gathering process. Next is a

discussion of the measurement techniques used for the

enumeration and analysis-of the majpr variables, migration

performance and upward mobility. The,third section presents

the measurement techniques for the v iables examined in

relation to migration performance. The final section,

delcribes the statistical techniques used in testing the

hypotheses.

Gathering the DatEi

The research design in,this thesis necessarily is'a

longitudinal study tracing oCcupational careers over a

nineteen year period of time. The benchmark study was

conducted in 1948 when the respondents were seniors in

eight rural high schools in Hamilton County, Iowa, and in

the Story City, Iowa, High.School. At that time there were

174 seniors attending the nine high schools. All students

present on the day that the investigator visited the

various schools filled out schedules. A total of 157.(90,

percent) responded to the individual questionnaire's on

background characteristics, migration intentions, eduCe-

tional and occupational aspirations, and attitudes

) toward farming.
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Data concerning migration intentions were analyzed and

reported by Bohlen 4n 1948 (7). A follow-up study of the

benchmark sample was conducted in 1956 and again in 1967.,

In the 1956 study-data were obtained from 152 of the initial

respondents, (Two of the 1948 respondents were deceased and

three did not wish to answer an additional questionnaire.)

Eighty-seven percent,of the, respondents were interviewed

personally.' For the thirteen percent of the respondents

who.cOuld not be interviewed. personally, a special modifica--

tion of the interview schedule was preparedfor mailing.

Hildahl (33) completed analysis of the second phase of data

in 1961, looking at the actual migration performance of

the 1948 seniors.

In 1967 a second follow-up study was conducted. Data

for the 1967 study. were gathered by mailed questionnaire,

except for ten. schedules which were gathered Thy personal

interview. There were 144 questionnaires completed in the

1967 restudy. (One respondent was deceased and seven did

not wish to continue participation 6 the .study.) Data

obtained in the follow-up studies concerned occupational

and educational attainments, migration performance,

Occupational
'i2

and educational aspirations for their children,

and a series of questions about the Iowa Area Vocational

Schools.
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[When the students were originally interviewed in 1948,

Hamilton County was rural in nature and one of the richest

agricultural counties in the Midwest, with most of its

economy based on the production of corn and livestock.

Hamilton County was selected for research by the Division
t.

of Farm Population and Rural Life of the U. S. Department

of Agriculture in cooperation with various :and -grant

colleges and universities. The data from the Hamilton

ounty study were analyzed and reported by"Jehlik and

kele1 (36) in 1949; and Bohlen (7) reported some of the

p;eliminary analysis in 1948. .

Jehlik and Wakeley characterized Hamilton County:

Ninety-seven percent of the county area is in

far land and the soil is very fertile. The landscape
isAypically that of gently rolling 'prairie.- Some'of
the terrain requires artificial,drainage. General
farming, with corn the main crop, is combined with the
raising and feeding of hogs, beef, cattle, and other.

livestock.
Normal'length of:the growing season is 146 days.

ainfall averages 30 inches:and temperature 47 degrees
inters are generally cold and windbreaks are
ecessary to protect the stock...

In 1940, the 2161 farms averaged 166 acres in
/ size... About one-fourth were less thari 100 acres, and

one-half between 1Q0 and 200 acres; Fewer than one
percent were over 500 acres.

Mechaniza ion' is highly developed. Almost all
farmers have tra 'ors and` three of every five farm-
steads are electrt ied. Smal grain is combined,and
Most of the corn is nicked by mechanical pickers:, Hays
are handled with mechanized equipment. Wide use of
machinery has affected both fa m and household work.

As a result new "sets of skills techniques, and
attitudes among the young and old have developed.

The population consisted o descendants of old-
line Americans: Scandinavians, lermans, and other
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north Europeans who came tO.Hamilton County from states

farther east. The amalgamation of theSe people on this

very° productive land has resulted in the development

of c
4ommunities -typical-of the Con. Belt.

iThe farmers have succeeded n achieVing a rola-

tively'high level off' living. .

They occupy a rich land,

and except in. periods of acute economic depreaston,

they find profitable markets for their farm Products..

Only 12 other counties in Iowa have a higher rural-

farm. living Andex..'The families live in substantial

homes, have adequate food and clothes, sent tliair

childr'en to secondary schools, belong to numerous
organizations,,and..maintain-an active contact with the

outside- world...
.

--A steady amalgamation'of nationalities has :mini-

mized the o16-time class and status differences. due to

ancestry and church connections. The Norwegians

cover a large part of the southeast-corner, the Germans

tend to be rather numerous in the KamrartommunitY.
near the center, some Irish are found along the north-

east edge of the county, and some families of French.

extraction are lotated in the north-west corner-of'.

the county (36).

Story City, located directly south of Hamilton County,

was substituted when the officials of Webster City High

)School refused to 'participate in the study. It helped

provide a sufficient number of ,*espondentS to
4
insure that

the sample was large enough to analyze statistically. The

agronomic, economic, and sociological makeup of Story City

'WAS similar to that of the Hamilton County towns, so its

inclusion did not distort the original research design.

For the present thesis, the sample aize is limited to

the WI respondents who completed questionnaires'at all

three of the interview periods -- 1948, 1956, and 1967.



Migration Performance

Migration performance is the central variable .of this

sis, tested for its relationship'with socio;psYchological

araCteristicq andto.upward occupational mobility. Both

chlen and Hildahl-, in. their theses concerning iiigration

ion and performance, respectively, define _migration

permanent departure f. ri the riarental home and heiMe

unity for any reason the migrant may. have (7,33). A

pondent was considered a migrant4this 1956 residence

was outside the boundaries of the community of his 1948-

residence. Community social and economic boundaries as

delineated by Jehlik and Wakeley (36) were used as- the

basis for differentiating migrants. from non-migrants.

These boundaries correspond,to Schodl district bOUndaries

Subsequent studies on the data haVe used the same criteria

for disti uiahing the concept "comMtnity."

In the present thesis, however, the operational defini-

tion Of migration has been broadened to include a wider

geographic area. A migrant is defined as any individual

who was not living in his original township or 4n a

contiguous township at the endiof a majorphaseof the

study. 'A non-migrant is any individual who does not.

qualify as a migrant. Geographic criteria were used to

define migrant because ofthe needto distinguish

individuals who were most likely, through gtjographic
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necessity, to have les ened interaction with family with

peer kroup.mombers with teachers and other Professionals

who may have constituted their reference group.

.Many of the-migrants in the studies cited above, had

moved to an adjoinihk township and may have identifie4 with

new economic centersr but in actuality, may have moved jist

several miles and retained'the social contacts, values,

and norms learned in their original social system. Migration

is a relative concept; an individual.is a Migrant- if he

moves out Of Yiis parental home. The purpose of this thesis .

is to distingdish those respondents who.migrated substantial

dis,tances to ,allow them to form new Social contacts and to

take advantage of extra educational and occupational

opportunities from those respondents who may have been.

psychological17% educationally, or occupationally dependent"

on the resources near their high school community.

Sincetrestidies were made in 1956 and 1967,, any

individual can,be.classified as a migrant or a non-migrant

for each of those periods' The 1956-and 1967 classifica-

tionsfor-any particular respondent do not necessarily

agree. For,example, a person who was a migrant in 1956,

according to the above operational definition, may have .

been a non-migrant by 1967 if he had returned to a township

contiguous to his 1948 community. Examination'of data in,

Table 1 indicates that the majority of respondents were
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either migrants or non-migrants for both time periods:

only about a fifth "of the respondents had a different

migration statu5in 1967 from that whiph they had in 1956.

Table 1. Respondents? 1956,and 1967 migration status

1967:Migrant's - 1967 non-migrants
Number Percent Number 'Percent Total

1956-migrant 74 51%

1956 non-migrant.. 23 716%

Total -177 67%

7, 5% 81

49 28% ,63

33%

According to Table 1,'little more than half of the

sample (74) were migrants at both periods of time. Almost'

30 percent Were non-migrants in both 196-and 1967. The

number of 1956 migrants who came back by 1967 was less than

10 percent, but one-third of the respondents who had not

migrated by 1956 left between 1956 and 1967.

Of the variables examined in relationship to migration

performance, those testing the social-psychological theories

use the 1956 Migration statu f the respondents. The

eight-year interim between the original study and the' second

phase was considered long enough to permit respondents to

reach an occupational status and geographical location free
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from temporary intervening influences such as military

service and college education, but not so long that the

individualicould have overcome completely the possible

disrupting effect6 of the migration experience.

The migration status at the end of the-1967 phase was

used in testing the relationship between migration.perform-

ance and upward mobility. It is presumed that by 1967 a

respondent had adjusted to any possible temporfiry effects

of migration and that mobility could be examined without

the interference of ,intervening variables.

Upward Mobility

The concept "upward mobility" is the major dependent

variable examined in this thesis. Of the three major

operational indicators° of social status, namely, income,

education, and the prestige of an occupation in a'social

structure, occupational prestige is used in this thesis

as the basis of determining mobility. The operational
%

measure of occupational prestige is based on the National

Opinion Research Center (NORC) study of hational opinion

of a comprehensive list, Of occupations (32, 55).

Ranked on a continuum, the scores of the 88 occupations

form a skeletal prestige framework withivhich any unrated'
a

occupation can be placed. In 1961 Bauder and Burchinal (3)

interpolated scores for approximately 400 additional

occupations. Th'ey tested thelegree.of'correspondence of-
!
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the () iginal North-Hatt scores and a random sample of 183

of the 400 interpolations with .the opinions of -a random.

sample of Des Moines population. Correlation coefficients

of scores, produced by asking Des Moines residents the same

questions as, \were asked in the original North-Hatt'study,

were +0.973 for occupations, included .in the original North-
.

Hatt study and +0.844 for the interpolated scores. In

1966 approximately' 22:5 additional interpolations'were

completed, using the opinions of a group; of professional

sociologists at Iowa State Univeriity.

The' original NORC ratings by North andcHatt and the

later interpolation's were used to rate the.1948 occupations

of the Others of therespondents, and fn rate t e.starting

occupations and the 1956 and 1967.rOcCupatioAs of the

°

_

respondents th451.0s.1 Occupliional prestige 30 a more

useful indicgtO'r of social mobility. in this thesis than

are education and income because of:

1. The longitudinal research design. In making a
o

comparison; between onesgenerat on and a- successive one,

it is difficult to find a Sing e criterion that will serve

as. a tiasis of comparison. Blau and Duncan (6) praised the

high. order of temporal stability -of occupational prestige,

1Theoriginal North-Hatt scores and the interpolation;
are presented in the Appendix.
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ratings in view of the generally rising level of educa-

tional attainment and the major changes in the value of the

dollar over the years. Hodge, Siegand Rossi (34)found

'a +0.99 correlation between. prestige scores derived from

a 1447 North-Hatt study and a 1963 rePliciAion of that

study. They concluded that very few changes in, occupational

prestige ratings have occurred in the sixteen-year period.

2. The large number of farmers in the study. For

certain occupations, arating based upon socio-economic

variables such as income and education would be meaningless

and biased. Real income of farmers is probably higher in

relation to. their cash income than is true of urban workers,

making income comparisons difficult: Education levels for

farmers may be lower than those of the. general non-farming

population. The North -Hatt scale indicates that ,the public

generally accords the farming occupation higher prestige

than would be strictly warranted on the basis of its income

and educational l'evel, making it comparable to other

occupations.

. Availability of data. The occupations of the

respondents, their fathers, and in the case of-the female

respondents, of paeir husbands, are known. Infornation,

however, on income and education of the fathers and of the

female respondents, hUsbands is lacking, and it is incom-

plete on the male 'respondents.

()058
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Variables Examined with'Iligraion Performance

0

AntKecedent social-psVhoIogiCal. behavior

The following two independent variables, frequency

of communication with parents and advice - Reeking outside of

family, are considered indicative-of the respondents' degree

of integration into their own families or 'identification

with nonfaMily reference groups in 19148, beforekmigration:

The communication and advice-seeking actually pertain to

discussion of plans for the future It was felt that how

a respondent dealt with a topic of s serious a natpre as

choosing an occupational role would be a good indicator of

his closeness to his family and of his primary reference

group orientation.

Communication wits parents CommUnication with

parents refers to the frequenay with which therespondent,

while he. was in high school, 'discussed his future plads

with his parents. This variable is based on the question

in the 1948'schedule, "Have you discussed plans for your

future with your parents frequently, infrequently, or not

at,a11?" For analysis, those who communicated infrequently

or npt at all were classified as having poor communication,

and those who communicated frequently were classified as

having good communication. The classification of the sample

by communication with parents is given in Table 2.

.0059
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Table 2. Respondents, 1948 communication with parents

Communication with.parents

Frequently

Infrequen/tly

Not at all

Total

Number Percent

90 62.5

48 33.3

6 L.2

7.5-5.75

Advice - seeking outside of family Advice-seeking

refers to whether the respondent, while in high school,

discussed his future plane more often with persons other

than family members or with family members. The question.

they answered in 19148 was, "To _whom have you gone for most

of your advice on occupation?" For analysis, those who

said they went most often to parents, relatives, or boy

or girl friend or fiance were considered to be family-

oriented. Those who said they went most often to teachers

or to profeSsional people were considered to be oriented °

too prOfesbional reference groups. Those who said they

sought advice most oftenfroM none were excluded from this

portion f the study. The classification of the sample by

advice-seeking outside of family is given in Table 3.
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Table 3. Respondentsf 1948 advice-seeking

To whom for advice Number Percent

4.9

1.4

4.2,

66.0

Girl friend, boy friend, fiance 2 14
'No one 19 13.2

No response 13 9.0

Total 12.04 IWTI

Teachers 7

Professional people 2

Relative. 6

Parent 95

:Post - migration behavior and attitudes

The preceding variables considered interpersonal

relationships of.the respondents while they were seniors

in high school; The next grdup of variables includes

those which are considered to be'either indicative of

behavior or attitudes resulting from the migration exper-

ience or associated with upward mobility. Participation

in community activities, residence satisfaction and job

satisfaction were considered indicative of attitUdes per-

taining in 1956 when the migrant may have been affected by

the uprooting nature of migration; desire for additional

training for themselves and aspirations for their children
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were considered indicative of attitudes that may have

persisted in 1967 after the migrants had adjusted to their

new environment.

Participation in community activities Participation

in community activities refers to the degree to which the

respondent in 1956 joined and took part in formal organiza-,

tions as judged by the question, "How would you rank

yourself as to activity in organizations?" For analysis,

participation:in community activities was classified into

dichotomized categories of actively participating, including

very, fairly, and moderately active, and non-participating,

including hardly ever participating or not belonging to any

organizations. Table 4 gives'the number of respondents

in each category.

Table 4. Respondents' 1956 participation in community
activities

Participation Number Percent

Actively participating 58 40.3.

Non-participating 8L1 .58.3

No response' 2 1.4

Total .144 100.0
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Residence satisfaction Residence satisfaction

refers towhether or not the respondent in 1956 was living

in th'e plade he mentioned when asked, "If you could live

anywhere in the world that you wanted where would you like

to live ?" If the respondent was residing in the place he

mentioned,' he was' considered to be satisfied with his

residence; if the respondent nemed'a place not currently

his residence, he was considered dissatisfied with his

current residence. The degree of specificity of the answer

was not considered, only ita concruence with the respondent's

aspiration. For example; a,respondent 1 -wing in Story City

could have chosenu".Story City," "Iowa or "the United

States" as the place wherA 1,1e would most like to live and

have been considered satisfied. In actuality, most

respondents replied with a name of a specific town,

county, or state. Table 5 gives the respondents' 1956

. residence satisfaction.

Table 5. Respondents' 1956 residence satisfaction

Satisfaction, Number Percent

Living in desired plaQA 76 52.8

Not living in desired place 66 45.9

'No response. 2 1,4

Total' 144 100.0
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Job satisfaction Job satisfaction refers to-whether

or not the respondents in 1956 was actually working at the

job mentioned when asked, "If you could work at any occupa-

tion you wished what would you be doing?" If the respondent

mentioned the'job for which he was training, he was excluded\

from this part of thp study. .The male respondents and the

unmarried females were rated according to-the congruency of

their full-time occupation with their desired one. The

married females were rated according `to more inclusive

criteria. If a married female was not in the labOr force

and said that she would most like to be a housewife, she

was considered satisfied; if she worked at either a full-

or part-time job and mentioned either her job or housewife,

She also was considered satisfied with her occupation. A

married female respondent was considered dissatisfied with

her occupation only if she mentioned an occupation in which

she was not currently engaged. Whether she interpreted

"occupation" as s specific,occupational title or as her

role as wife is no.jpertinent to this study; only that the

respondent expressed satisfaction for_her current activity.

Table 6 gives the numbers found for the different responSes.

Desire for additional training The desire for

additional training refers to whether or not.the respondent

in 1967 still aspired to improve'his educational preparation

as judged by the question, "Is there any sPeciel training

)015t1
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, Table 6. Respondents' 1956 job satisfaction

. \ --.:'

Satisfaction Number Percent\

Working_at desired occupation
83

57:6

DNot working at desired occupation 155 38.2

No answer or _not applicable 6 4.2 .

Total 1144 10 To:

that you would like.to begin now?" The answers were

easily dichotomized accoriding to the "yes" or "no"

response, and Table / shows the number giving each anige

Table. 7. Respondents' 1967 desire for:additional training
4;

Desire

Yes

No

No answer

Total

more training Number Percent

.45 31.2

64.6

6 4.2

44 100.0

Aspirations for children As-pir4ions,for children

refers to the amount of education the respondents wished.

their children. to have. In '1967 they were asked, "How
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much education would.yOu like your children to have?"

4 They had to indicate, separately for sons and daughters,

the highest leVel of education desirable, choosing among

.grade sChoolo'high school, junior college, college or

university, business school, vocational school, or other..

For analysis, aspirations for children were dichotomized

into toll e, referring,to the category colle.e or univer-

sity, and then, referring to all other choi es. The

majority of the "other" choices actually referred to

busines or vocational schools. Only four respondents

"chose h School as the highest aspiration for their

children. -Tables 8 and 9 glvethe respondents' Choicea.'

Additional testing The aspirations for ,sons and

daughters were examined' separately. An intervening

variable and important methodological consideration is

.the fact that many of the -nOn-migrants but practically

none Qf the migrants were farmers, and that farmers may

have lower levels of educational aspirations for their

chi:tdren (3). In order to control any bias associated

with farming, farmers and non-farmers will be re examined

separately'.
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Table 8. Respondents' 1967 educational.aspirationi for
th6ir daughters

Aspiration

'College

Other

No response

Total

r not applicable

Number '.Percent

:86

25 17.4 q0

33 22.9

144

Table 9. Respondents' 1967 educational aspirations. for .

their sons

-1
Aspiration Number Pecent

liege 94

Ot er 14 9.7

response or not applicable '36 25.0

.Total, J-.,

Post-migration mobility

144 100.0

Status of father's: occupation in 1948, status of

respondent's first job, of respondent's 1956 job, and'of

respondent's 1967'job, are -prestige variables, whicht,

when ,compared, provide a, measure of mobility. infarmation

concerning the jobs was taken from each of the three
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--questionnAires; tiie.jobs were ranked according-to the

'-North-Hatt scale and the additional

Respondent's first joc Respon

refers to he first full-time job taken

frot'high school, whether immediately. upon

i terpolations.

tys first job

graduation

school

at ion.graduation or, after many years of additional

'Rate or mobility The rate o1r mobility

the total number Of full-time jobs h ld divided

number of years in the'labor: force. This operat

definition is similar to the operational defin
*

rate of mobility Lipset and Bendix (43) used

efera to

the

nal

ion of

their

Oakland Mobility Study. The authors 'determined a perso

characteristic pattern of mobility by astertaining:the
i. .

,D frequency with which he changed from job to job, shif ed
.

,

i from one ocCupation,to another, or moved from one co unity

to another. The rate of individual mobility was co puted

by dividing the number of changes the person made y the

number of years in the bor force. The present hesis
A

considers shift in job oroccupatia but does no consider/

changes' of community itifiguring the rate of mobility. . In

the present thesis, apromotipn within a single,company

was counted a different job insofar as the'respondent

listed a different ocCupational title. Retaining the same
0'

occupational title and Changing employer was also considered
,

. a change.. A tenant -farmer Who later aoquiredthe farm was
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considered to have a single job; only if he actually,

changed farms was a farmer considered to aye made a job

change. The number of years in the labor force included

only years actively employed and disregarded time-spent

in the military or in any type of. educational or preparatory

institution. The number of years in the labor force.ranged

from 10 to 19 for the respondents. For simplification,

all females and the two career military men were excluded

from this measure.
p

'Rate of increase in occupational prestige Rate of

increase in'occupational prestige refers to the difference

in prestige hptween.the'1967.and the 1956 jobs. The females

were again exclUded because so'few of theM worked during

this time period.

OcdUpational.inheritance Occupational inheritance

refers to the correspondence of the status of the respond-
)

Ant's 1967 occupation with the status of his father's

occupation. An identical status score does not imply that

father and son were in the same occupation. A father may
.3\

have been a tenant farmer with a score of 68, while his

son may be a bookkeeper, also with a.score of 68.

Methodological considerations in measuring mobility

That individuals who begin'at a highlevel have le'ss.

opportunity for upward mobility than those who begin low

6
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is an obvious point, but one with important methodological

implications. Since previous analyses of thisosample have

found no statistically significant relationship between

parental socio-economic status and respondent's migration

performance (79), the migrants do not begin with less

probability of increasing their status than do the non-

migrants.

Another methodological consideration is the dispro-
.

`portionate number of non-migrants involv.ed in a very

specific occupation, farming. A review of the literature.

has indicated that almost every farmer is the son of a

farmer, so the non-migrants would be expected to retain

the'occupational prestige score of their fathers to a'

significantly greater degree than the migrants, who with

the exception of three males, entered occupations other

than farming. In addition,- farmers ban,be-eXpected to have

a particularly low rate of mobility since moving up the

agricultural ladder usually involves association with a

single farm. and is counted as aoaingle job. Similarly,

because many of the farmers in tie study entered the labor

force as farm hands, a particularly low - rated job, they

can be expectedto rise higher in prestige than those

.involvedjn non-..farming occupations. To observe the effect

the occupation farming might have had on the mobility of

the non-migrants, the'hypotheses dealing with occupational

1070
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inheritance, mobility rates, and rise in prestige over

first. job will be ic-examined excluding farmers.

A third methodologickaI problem affecting the mobility
c=,;'

variable is the large number of respondents who were only

br efly or margitally.involved in the labor force, the

mar ied females. In the-inter-generational comparisons,

the irst job of all the females -who entered the labor force

on a beats is compared to the 1948 occupation of

their fathers. The females were excludedfrom the inter-

generational comparison at later points, however, The vast

Majority of the females had dropped out of the labor force

by 1956, and by 1967 almost every one was married. Once

'a female respondent had married, it is assumed that she.

took.on the status of her husband's occupation, regardle0

of her preparation and commitment to the labor force. For.

inter-generational comparison', it was felt advisable to

'cordpare daughters as well as sons to their fathers, but not

to compare sons-in-lawto their fathersin-law For

simplification, all of the-wo&en were excluded fro& the

inter-generational comparisons for 1956 and 1967, when the

tajority.of them had married.

The female'respondents were not excluded, however,

from an intra generational comparison, comparing-the

respondent's first job to his or her 1967 job 'status. For

this comparison, the 1967 occupati n of the femaleld

4 )07.1
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husband was compared to theostarting oCcupation of the

female respondent herself. Such a comparison was,con-

sidered appropriate because it was felt that since the

occupational prestige of the husband determines the status

of a wife, a typical -means of upward social mobility for

a woman is through marriage.

0

Statistical Analysis

The statistical methods:used in this thesis are the

standard ones discithsed by- Snedecor and. Cochran (67). ,

Each hypothesis makes-a comparison between migrants and

non-migrants on some Particular variable. Many of the

variables are qualitative, that. is, they-are in the form

of dichotomies, t-suah as satisfaction or dissatisfac, ion

with community of residence or frequent or infrequent

communication with parents. Other variables are in a

quantified'form with numerical values. Examples of the

latter are the rate of mobility or the North-Hatt

occupational prestige scores.

In the testing of the qualitative:variables, the

chi-sqUare test has, been used. Every such test is

characterized by a 2 5( 2 table of the form

a b a-+

c d

a + c b +'d N=a+b+c+d
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The chi-square used is, the chi-square corrected for

continuity:

ev_2 - N(iad-bcf - .

cre (a+b)(c+d)(+c)(b+d).

It was found that the chi-square uncorrected for continuity

was not always a close approximation to the corrected

value. In such a 2 x 2 table there is one degree' of

freedom. In order to have a significant rejection of the

null hypothesis at the 5 percent level, a Z value

greater than 3.84 is required. A value greater than.

3.84 may correspond to a'significant agreement with,or

contradiction of the hypothesis under consideration and"

.thus of the theory it represents.

In the case of numerical variables ,Student's t-test

is used to look for significant differences in the means

for the migrants and the non-migrants. The formulas for

the t test used are the following:

(s7..R.22 S2/ni + 52/n2'.

4-s2 = (n]:-1)ST + -1)55

(ni + n2 - 2)

Significant rejection of the null hypothesis has been token

to correspond to en absolute value of t larg.erithen that for
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the -5 percent level, which depends upon the number of

degree's of freedom. Again either significant agreement

with or contradiction of the sub-hypothesis will be

observed and taken into consideration.

For one hypothesis, a comparison of the male respond-

ents' 1967 occupational prestige with their fathers' 1948

occupational prestige, a full regression and correlation

analysis.has.been made. If the respondents' 1967.occupa-

tional prestige is denoted by Y'Imean 7T) and the fathers'

1948 occupational prestige is denoted by X (mean X), the

regression line of Y on X is Y = blX -7).- The ,value

of b, 7,77, and other quantities including the correlation

coefficient ryx will be presented in the findings, and

Student's t function will be used to test for significant

differences of slope b between migrants and non-migrants,

in the manner described by Snedecor and Cochran (67,

Chapter 6).

)
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FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

Introduction

The relationships between migration and antecedent

socio-psychological dimensions, migration and subsequent

socio-psychological behavior, and migration and upward

mobility are presented in this chapter. The general

'hypotheses and the sub-hypotheses are stated in the general

form with accompanying null hypotheses stated in the

empirical form. The significance 14vel for all of the

teats is .05. Tests aretwo-tailed, that is, results of

either significant agreement or significant disagreement,

inverse relationships, are noticed. Results forOall-of

the hypotheses are presented in the tables. In general the

'total number of responses in any given table will be less

than 144, the numher of respondents in the study, because

data were not available for all respondents on each variable.

Findings constitute a dirept test of the sub-hypotheses.

Additional analyses are added to explain differences in

the findings, that may stem frOm inclusion of the farmers in

the sample. TheSub-hypothesis dealing with respondents'

educational aspirations for their children will be tested

separately for farmers and for non-farmers. Other sub-

hypotheses will be re-examined excluding farmerg, for

example, those dealing With' prestige level of first job,

.10075
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dependende on fathers- occu ional prestige, and rate of

mobility. By comparing'the difference found *hen the

sample contained farmers to that found when it did not,

inferences will be drawn concerning the impact of farmers

on that particular hypothesis.

Social Behavior Characteristics and Migration Performance

The first major relationship to be examined is b'etween

migration and social behavior, specifically, antecedent

interpersonal relationships-and subsequent feelings of

satisfa:tion. The first general hypOthesis is based on -a

review of selected literature which indicated that before

migration-an individual will either be isolated from his

family or in the process of withdrawing from it and identi-

fying with those whom he hopes to emulate. The second

general hypothesis is based on findings which indicate.that

after migration an individuAl will either continue to be

dissatisfied with his situation and isolated from others,

op as a result of being up/looted, will become isolated. In

both of these general hypotheses, migration status is that

of the respondents in 1956 in order to take into account

any temporary disruptive -effects of the migration experience.

General Hothesis I; An individual's migration,per-

formance is related-to the nature of his interpersonal

relationahips.
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Sub - hypothesis 1: Migrants from rural areas will

communicate about plans for the future less

frequently wit16their parents than will non-

migrants.

Null hypothesis: There isno significant

difference between migrants and non-migrants

in the freque cy of communication with

`parents concerning plans for the future.

Findings are reported in Table 10.,

Table 10. Fr money of communication .with parents and
migration performance.

C

1956 migration
status

D

Fr=equent
co'mmu i ation.

1Infrequent
communication Total

Migrants 57*" 24 81

Non-migrants 33 30* 63

Thotal ?)-17 11T

= 4.16, d.f. = 1 (.05 level = 3.81t)

*larger than the expected value

The chi-square value of-4.16 is significant at the

.05 level. The null hypothesis that no signific4nt

.

difference exists between migrants and non-migrants'i ,the

C,

e

)077
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i plans for the future is rejected. The hypothesis that

jr-----°-2 migrants communicate less frequently with their parents

frequency of communication with their parents concerning

1

concerning plans for the future is not supported, however,

for an inverse rela'tionship has been found. Migronts

communicate more frequently than non-migrants with-theii

parents concei,n g plans for the future.

Sub-hypothesis 2: Migrants from rural areas will

seek advice concerning their future plans more

often from persons other than family members than

will non-migrants

_,I.,Nul-I-rg-tbatiiesist There is no significant

difference between the migrants and non-

, migrants in choosing people othter than

family members in 1948 fOr disoussion-of

plans for the filture.

Findings are reported in Table 11.

The chi-square value of 2.41 is not significant at

the .05 level. The null hypothesis that there is no

significant difference between migrants-and non-migrants
yd.

in choosing people other than family members in 1948 for

discussion of plans for the future cannot be rejected.

Examination of the data in Table 11 indicates that migrants

care more likely to seek advice from persons other than

family membera while flon-migrants-are-likely to seek advice
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Table 11. Advoe-seekingfrom non-family members and
migration performance

1956 migration Family Non- -aMily'
status . members mem ers Total

Migrants 58 8* 66

Non-migrants , 45* 1 46

Total. 103 9 117

2.41, d.f..= 1 (.05 level

'--larger-than the expected valu

3.84)

frlom members of the family. This finding is not at a

statistically significant level, however.

On.the basis of the testing.of sub-hypotheses 1 and

2,'General Hypothesis I is not sUppoked.

Discussion

General Hypothesis I, based on a review of literature

dealing with social - psychological correlates of migration,

s=pecified that an individuel's migration performance would'

, be related to the nature of his interpersonal relationships.

Examination of Sub7hypothOis 1 did not confirm the com-

pensatory findings of Ellis (24), Martinson (47), and Warner

end Abegglen (76) that Individuals who migrated from their

home communitieS were more estranged from their nuclear

AY7
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family than individualsP'who remained behind. The result of

.its _.testing did confirm the contention of Ellis and Lane

(27) that before mobility occurs, those:who will migrate;,

o.
are no less able to form intimate social relationships than

are those who will not migrate. Sub- hypothesis 2 reinforced

Sub-thynothesis 1 in implying that. migrants felt separated

from thoir family group and turned to others for advice.

'It also advanced the ameliorative theorywhich contends

that if the upwardly mobile or the migrant individual has

given up the identity derIvad from his family and has

iapntified with reference grouRs whose ways he has not yet.

assimilated, he will not be adversely affected by molgility.,

Although Sub-hypothesis 2 indicated that Migrants sought

advice from non-family members to a greater degree than

did non-migrants, it was flat accepted.

General Hypothesis II: Ah individualls migration

performance is ,,related to siibseouent social isolatiOn

and discontent.

Sub-hypothesis 2: Compared to nort-Migrants,

migrants will be less active in fortal

organiiations.

Null hypothesis: There is no significant'

difference between migrants and'non;-migrants

in their-degree Of activity in formal

organilatthns in 1956.

A
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Findings are ,Presented in Table 12.

Table 12. Participation in organizations ,and migration
performance

1956'migration
st-stus

Migrants

Non-migrants

'Total

Actively
participatixy0

Non-
participating Total

30 50* 80

28* 34 62

57 . 7 147
., .

= 0.56, d.f. = 1 (.05 le ;:e

*urger than expected valuO.

421

= 3.84)

The.chi7sqtare value of 0.56 is not significant at
-""

the'.05 level. The null hYpothesis:thatno significant

difference exists between migrants, and 'non-migrants in

their egree,;of activity inc ormal organizations in'1956

cannot be rejected. Data lf,1,xiNi6- 12 4nEicatethat

migrants participate in fewer formal organizations than

non-migrants, ,but not at a statistically significa-nt level.

Sub-hypothesis b: Comparedito non-migrants,

migrants will express less satiSfaction for their

place of residence.

108I.
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Null hypothesis: There is no significant

difference ,between migrants and non-;migrants

in satisfaction for their 1956 place of

residence.

Findings are presented in Table 13.

Table 13., Satisfaction for residende and migration
performance

1956 migration
...status p. 'Satisfied , Dissatisfied Total

Migrants 37 42* 79
..Non-migrants 39* 2L1 63

Total 7 66 142

= 2.62, d.f. = 1 (.05 level = 3.84)

*larger than the expected value

The chi- square level of 2.62 is .not significant at

the .05 level. The nullJlypothesisthat there is to

significant difference beteen migrants and non-migrants

in satisfaction for their'1956 place of residence cannot

be rejected. Data in 'Fable 13 indicate that,MigrentS are

Less satisfied than non - migrants with their .place of

residence, but not at a stpti6ticallysignificant

)082

o
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Sub- ynothesis 5: Compared to.non-migrants,
tl

migrants will express less satisfaction for

their job..

Null hypothesis: There is no significant

difference between migrants and non-migrants
.14

in their satisfaction fch, their.1956 job.

Findings are reported in Table 14.

Table 1 . Satisfaction for job and migration perforMance

1956 migration
status Satisfied DJ,(ssatisfied Total

Migrants ''.4.6*' 31 ' 77,

.gon-migrants, .36 25* 61

Total 82 57 ' 138

=0.01, 1 (.10:16vel = 3A811)

larger than the expected value

The Chi - square level of 0.61 is not significant at

"the .05 level. -The'nu11,hypothesis that. there is no
o

significant difference between Migrants-an Bon-migrants

in their satisfaction for their°1956 job'cannot be

rejected. '

o

a
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On the basis of :he testing of Sub - hypotheses 3,

and 5, General Hypothesi6 II is not supported.

Discussion

GeneralHypothesis II,Vhich predicted that 'an

P

individuals migration performance was related to sub-

;

seouent social isolation and discontent, was a measure of

the dissociatiVe hypothesis.' Proponents of this theory

such as Sonoiti, (4,;) and Ellis and. Lane (26) observed the

disruPtiVe eff s.of geographic mobility on social

mobility on ay ndividual. Examination of the three sub-

hypotheses rejected the notion that the mobile indiVidual

was not well- integrated into groups comprising his new

sodio-economic milieu and that he was' uhat:tached.to

anything or anybody.

Migration and Upward 'Mobility (

The second major relationship to be _examined is that

betweenTmiAration and. 1.ater upward mobility, as indicated

by occupational prestige4. .The third" general hypdthesis' is

based on a review ofssalected literature which indicated"

that5miprants from rural areas will have access to more
.

educational and occuoiion'al Opportunitieg than will the

non-miprants, overv'time will enjoy higher occupational

'prift-i7ge,:__Land will more firmly, es souse Middle-class values

such ps the'importance of education for.themselves and for
1

o

(

O
)

ti
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their. .children, The contributions of possible inherent
A

diffevencea in the migrants, social-psychological behavior
I°

that affeCt, occupational success tave been noted.

G eral Hypothesis IV specifies greater mobility a

mirant,las compered to a non-migrant will have over his

father. General Hypothesis V specifies the greater occupa-,
0tional mobility characterizing the career of a migrant as

.

cOmpared with' that of a non - migrant. In.allof these

peneral,hypothees, the migration status is that character-

izing the respondientin 1967,-

General HypothesisJII: Migration performance is

-related to upward mobility.,

Sub-hypothesis 6: .Migrants will be engaged iri

higher prestige occupations than will non-migrants.

Null hypothesis: There is-no aignifieant

differenee.fbetween migrantsandpon-migrants

in the North-Hatt prestige scores of their t.

1967 occupations.

. ° The findings,are renorted in Table 15.

4
,The calculated t value or 1.10 is not-. nificant at

the .05 level, Tht null hypothesis that there is no

significant difference between migrants and non-migrants

in thd North-ffatt%:prestiFe sccires of their.1967 occupations

cannot be "rejected. 'Fxaminatiori of ,the datn in Table

.indicates, that miprants,are engared'An higher pr'gstige

)085
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Table 15. Mean-1967 occupational piestige by migration
performance

1967 migration N'estigp
performance Number, Average

, Migrants

Non-migrants

Total

96, 73.073

47 71.745'

143

SD

Score
Variance

56.716

51;538

t = 1.01-1; Acl.f.e. 141 (005 level = 1.98) n.

occupations than nonmigrants, but not to a statistically

Significant degree.

Sub-hypothesis It After having established their
o

careers, -migrantsawill desire more additional

training than will non-migrants.

I

Null hypothesis: There is no sigpificant

difference between migrants and non - migrants,

in their desire for additional training

,%in 1967.

The findings are reported in Table 164

The 'chi-square value of 2.61 is not significant at

6 .05'level. The null hypothesis that there i8 no

,gnificant difference between migrants end non-migrants

in heir desire for additional training in 19"67' cannot be
0
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Table 16. Desire for additional training and migration
performahce

1967 migration? Additional No additional'7,
status . training training. Total

desired desired

Migrant 35*

.NOn-migrant 10'

Total
.1IT

58 93

35* 45

93 138

)eg =a2.61, d. f. = 1 (.05 level = 3.84)

*larger than the e`ichected value

rejected. Although the data in: Sable 16 indicate that a

greater prOportioh of the migrants than the non- migrants

desired additional training, the results are not at a

statistically significant level.

Sub-hypothesis-8 Migrants will have higher
1

educational aspirations'for their children than

will non - migrants. * y

Null, hypothesis ki There is( no significant

difference between migrants and non- migrants

regarding the .desire for college education

of their sons.

Findings for the sons are reported in T bles 17, 18,--und419.

II

60 7
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Table 17. College aspirations for sons and migration
performance

Ni

1967 migration status. ,College Other Total

Migrant 70*. 4 74

Non-migrant .v 24 10* 34
/

Total T 14 108 .

0 i2 = 9.87 = 1 (.05 level = 3.84)

*larger than the expected value

10

The chi-square value of 9.87 is, significant at the

.05. level. The null hypothesis that there is no signifitant

difference between migrants and non-migrants in their

college aspirations for their sonsis rejected. The

hypothesis that migrants have higher asplrations than

non-migrarits for their sons is supported.

Additional findings

Table 18 presents findings for the non-farmersi:on1y,
A

0

while Table ).9 presents findings for the farmers only.4
0

A .

The. chi quare valXia of 9.43 for the:nbn-fartIng

responderlits is i ificant at the .05 level, while the

chi-soare value f 0.32'for-theT-ferming respOndents is

not sitgnificant a he .05 level..

a
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Table 18. Non-faiimersi col1fIge aspirations Tor ons.and
migration performance

1967 migration statue. College Other Total

Migrants 59* 3 62

Non-migranta

Total

11 6,

9,

17

70 79

= 9.43, A.r. = 1 (.05 level = 3 84)

*lamer than the expected value
ME,

Table19. Farmerst college aspirations for sone and
migration peTformance

1967 emigration status College

Mierants 11*

Nonmigrants

Total

13

Other.

1

4*

4 = 0.32, d. f. = 1 (.05 level 3.81.1)

*larger than the expected value

Null hypcathes B: Theriejg'npWgnificant

(tiffet.eilce birtweahl4giollitt-ona: nohmirrahts

rer'srding the esdr'e r.ot,:college:0110.13tion
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of their daughters.

Findings for the daughters are reported in-Tables 20,

21, and,22.

Table 20. College aspirations for daughters and migration
performance

1967 migration status College Other Total

Migrants 55* 13 68

Non-migrants 31 12* 43

Total 86 25 1 +11

)6 = 0.f, d. f. = 1 (.05 level = 3.84)

*larger than the/Tpected value

The chi7squate value of 0.72 is not signifiCant at

the .05 level. The null hypothesis that-there is no

significant difference between-!Td!granta.and non-plierdnts

regprdinp. the desire for college education for their

daghters cannot be rejected. Although data in Table za

indicate that nigrants have higher educational aspirations

for their daughters than have non-migrants 'the results,

are notintlt_statisically,signifi



Additional findings

Table 21 nresents findings for the non-farmers

only, while Table 22 presents the findings for the

farmers only.

,(\

Table. 21. Non-farmersf college aspirations for daughters
and migration performance

1967-migration status
4

College :Other Total:

Migrants 46* 10 '56

Non-migrants
,A,

11 8*.
,

19

Total 57 18
......

75

%2,g = 3.34 d.f. = 1 (.05 level = 3,084)

*larger than the expected value

4

,

.

.

TEble'2 . Farmers" college aspirations for daughtees and
.,migration performance,
-I

1967 miAration status College Other Total

Migrants,/ 12,

/Notl-,migranta t

2 p:11.. a 4

To /1 29 7 3!).

,02, q.r. =-1:(.05 level = 3.84)'

*larger than' the e)'cpeCted 'value
,t06.

S

.-f
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The chi-square value of.3.34 for the non-farming

respondents is not significant at the .05 levei. The chi-
.

gouare value .of 0.02 ,Vi r the farming respondents is not

significant at the .05 level.

On the basis of the testing of Sub-hypotheses 6 and

7, General Hypothesis III is not supported. On the-basis_

of testing Sub-hypothesis 8,for sons, General Hypothesis

"III is supported. It-is not supported., however, on the

basis of testing Sub-hypothesis 8 for daughters.

I

Discussion

General Hypothesis III, which predicted that migration

performance was related to upward mobility, tested, in its

sevei,al.sub-hypotheses', certain indicators of upwarfl

social. mobility. Ex'minatio'h of S1.1-hypotheSiS 6 did not

'support findings of, Scudder and Anderson (59) , Liptetand

Bendix (43), and Blau and Duncan.(6), which indicated that

migrant8 would be engaged in higher prestige occupations

than would non-migrants. Ther,1967averwepres-tig ore

f r the migrants wa .73.0 only dlightly higher. then t

71.77 prestige average for the non - migrants. EXamina

of Sub-hypothesis 7 did not confirm the expectation that

m/igrants would more often desire additional training for

themselvesAhan would nanrmigrants after thelr canters'
.

. were established.

092
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Eamination of Sub- hypothesis 8 resulted in partial but

not complete support for the proposition that migrants will -

have higher educational aspirations for their children than

Findings were separated for sons andwill non-migrants.

daughters and for farmers and non-farmers. The proposition

that migrants will have higher educational aspirations for

their sons then will non- migrants is supported at a statis-

tically significant level, When the_population doespot.con-

tain farmers; it is also supported for farmers, but not at a

significant level. For the combined sample, the chi-square
f

value is again statistically significant, apparently because

the number of non-farmers, 79, is ,much larger than the number

of farmers, 29. The proposition that migrants will: have

higher educational aspirations ror(their daughters than Will

non - migrants is not siapported at a Significant level regard,-

less of whether the migrants are farmers or not.
4

Table 236Ummarizes frOm. Tables 17through22 the

difference in eduagtional aspirti_onievels for sons arid

daughters of the migrants and non-migrants, with farmers and

ton-farmers viewed together and Separately. Since all but

one e try in the table are larger than 0.5, and the exception

is :Ills, aelow 0.5, migrants appear to have higher OUcatfonel

aspirations for their children than have non-migrants. This

is supported for non-fanners at a very high level of signifl-"

canceut the results for farmers 'are,Iess certain..
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Table 23. Probability that migrants will have higher-

educational aspirations for their children,

than will non-migrants .

Respondent Sons Daughters

-Non-farmers .99+ .97

Farmers .71 .45

TOtal 499+ .-79'

The probability given is 1 - i00, where 'cg isi the '(two-

tailed) ppObability of finding a chi-square value grOter

than that computed in Table; 17 through 22, .the null

hypothesis being in eachcaee that,there.isHno difference

between migrants and non -migrants..,

General Hypothesis IV: Migration performance is

related to inter-generational mobility.

Sub-huothesis-9: /Oompared to non-migrants,

migAnts will show leis occupational inheriance.

Null hypothesis- A: There will be no

sigAificant difference between mi rants and

non-migrants in the dependence of their

1967 occupati.onal status on their fathersl

1948 occupational status, ithatAis, there

will ba no significant difference, between

their.-regression coefficients.

Findings for Null' hypothesis A are reported in Tdble
Jr A

dl

a

94
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Table 24.'24.' Dependence of son's Occupational status in
1967 (Y) on father's occupstionP1 status in
1948 (X)

Migration North -Hatt Scores' Regr.
status Number Mans . St. dev. ,-Coeff.

X Y b

All males 60

Migrants 33 72.824 6b.03 7.d0 6.72 -0.315

Non-migrants 27 72.69 71.11 6.07 9.1 .0.293

For the slopes, t = 0.50, d.f. = 58 (.05 level = 2.00)

All non-frmere 39

Migrants 337 72.52 67.77 8.12 p6.89 0.310

Non-migrants 65.25 65.50 6.34 14.42 0..689

For the slopes,. t = 2.72,' .f = 37 (.05 level = 613)-

For all males., the, hulhypothesis cannot berejected.

For, the ton-rarmers only, the null:hyPothesis is rejected:

there is n significant.differen e etween -migrants and

,nom-miprants.in thedependence of their 1967. occupational
bl

'status on their fathers' 1948 occupational statuses. The

.0
.;hYpothesis is not, SdPnorted;'hoWever but significantly

(
'contradiced,. .The nr,-estige of the migrants is significantly

,4,11 depndent'NOrctei! fathererA948 oCcunational Prestige
, .

statuses than
;

is-that- fOr,th'e non-migrants.
4

.

aN

A if

r".
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Null hypothesis B: There will be 'no

significant difference between migrants

and non-migrants in the correlation

coefficient Of,respondent41 1967 N -,orth

Hatt prestige score and father's 19413

North-Hatt prestige score.

Finding/ for Null..hypothsis 8 are reported in Table 25.

Table 25. Correlation coefficients for respondents 1967
prestige compai-ed to fathers/ 1948 prestige

,.

e

All males,

Numb(r

60

r (.05 leyel)

Migrants 33 .271 344

Non-migrants 27 0441 ,81,

All non- farmers 39

Migrants '31 .263 , ,355
. .

(

Non-migrants b. 1.203- .632 .

Signifi-:
cant?

No

Yes

No

No

i 7
. 0,

.

The corre7lation coefficients are all positive. There

is only one lignifiosnt association, that is, the association

between non - migrants' 190 prestige and fatherst:1948

prestige.
0

I

a

as
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-Sub-thypotheals 10:. Compared to non-migiianta,

migrants will enter the labor force at a higher

(more.positiveor less negative) prestige'levei.

relative to their fathers'.

Null hypothesis:. There will be no vignifi

cant difference between the North-Hatt

occupational prestige scores of.migrantst,
,

and non-migran si first jobs and their.

fathers' North Hatt occupational prestige

scores;

The findings are reported inJTable 26.

Table 26. Mean difference h
.rtrst job and fat
by migration rert

0

%--

.tureen .rarest gtt of fespondents,
ers1 1948 occupgkional pre,stige
pThsnce a

1967, migration status
, Number. Yean Variance

.

86 1 -5.791 146.458

41 .-14.098 135.886

Migrants

Non-miOants

Total 127

t,-= 3.66, 3.f..= 125 (0b el = 1.98)

The calculated t value

level. The null hypothe

difference exists betwetin th

47.

f. 3.66 is signifArant attthe

is that no signiicant

f,orthIHattioccupationar 4



prestige scores of miprants' and non -migrants' first jobs

and their father north -Hatt - occupational prestige- scores

is rejected. The hypothesis that compared to.non-miprants,

migrants:will enter the labcir force at a higher prestige

'71O4Patign relative to their fathers' is accepted.

On the basis of the testing of Sub-hypothesis 9,

General Hypothesis IV was not supported. On the basis

of testing'Sub-hypothesis 10, Geeral.Hypothesis IV was

4
A

supported.

Discussion

Intei-generational occupational mobility is found in

all,father-toIson .comparisOns in i duStrialized nations.

General Hypothesis IV which speclfi d that migration was

related to inter - generational me laity, was based on findings

by ScUdder and Anderson Th t o specific sub-
\

hypothesqs comilAped thecoccupatIonal 1 t'estige of the

respondents pt.different time periods to their fathers'

'11948 occupational prestige.%.

An oxlMination oftrub-hyp_othesis rejected the notion
0

thit the 1967 occupational nrgstige of non-migrants tsw more

dependent on their fathers' 1948 pre'sti # than was the 1967

prestige of the migrants on their fnthe s' 1948 prestige.

A conradiction of Fub-hypothesis 9 was the -finding that for

the non= arme;s only, the prestige of the migrants was

.1098
r
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significantly more dependent on their fathers' prestige

than was)the prestige of the non-migrants, that is, the

rRgreasion.coeffIcient was significantly larger. 'A

7"--N correlation Analysis testing the relationship of the 1967

occupational preStige-of the male respondents on their

fathers' 190 prestige again found that .the cinly.significant

correlation was that of the.nonzmigrants, including all of /,/

the farmers, to their fathers' occupational prestige.
C.

Since the non-farmers were analyzed 'separately-Without'

significant results, the inclusion of-farmers seems.tos

affect the,resulta. Discrepancy. in results 'because of
6

inciusion. of farmers may have been 'due to .r high proportion

040,of farmers among the non migrants who had exactly the 'same

North-Hatt score for 1967,that their farmer fathers hadt

for 1948..

Sub-hypothesis 10 proposed that compared to nOn

migrant's, jaigrants would enter the labor force at

Amore positive or less negative) prestige occupatiop'

:higher,

relative to their fathers. both groups began their,

occupational careers at lower prestige.jobs than thei

fathers had, an expected situation, ince the Fathers had

worked for approximately 30 /gars. -The migr'ants, first.
o .1

jobs, however,/averaged only. 5.79 points lower- on -thehowever,/averaged

scaTe than their fathers' mature jobs,. whi

1

) 9 9
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the non.-migrantst 'first jobs averaged 1 .10'4116ints..

lower than their fathers' 190- ,jobs..

A possible ,explanation for the hg starting point

relative to their fathers for the migran s is the fact that

some of .them entered dollege upon comple ion of high

school, and the prestige Of their first ,b after college

prenaratiOn was fligher4, A possible ext)la atAn for the
1

low starting noint of.theriOn%-migrdntsrel tive to their

fathersf is that many of t he non-migrants. ho aspired to

become farmers worked the first year after iah school

graduation as farm hands, a job rated on th North-Hatt

scale as 50, much lower than the average of 69.8.

neneral Hypothesis V: Nip'ration performance is

related to infra - generational mobility.

'Sub-hypothesis 11: Migrants, will

greater increase in prestige Over heir first

'jobs than will nonmigrants.

Null hypothesis; There is no ignificant

chieve a

difference in the increase in North-,Hatt

prestige scores for migrants and nom-migrants

from their first job to their1967job.

The 'findings are presented in Table 27.

The calculated t value of, 3.20 is significant at the

.0C level.. The "null hynothesIs that no significant

difference exists in'the ilic.,,ease in NOrth-Hott prestive.,

P

I 00

A



Table:2.2 'Meam,difference.between OccupatiOnel nrestige'
of 1967 job Viand of first JO by..,triigratton 4.

performance,

1967 migrati

Migrant

I.Non-miprant

Total

n statue Nu.mber

87

143

130

Mean. *Variance.

118:331

15.146
4

0 4

3.20, d.f. 128 lever'# 1.98)
o

scores for'rigrants an7d:,non-mirnnts from their :first j(:)

to their 19?67 job is rejected, The hypOthlisis is not

accepted, 'hoWever, but IS §ignificantly contradicted.' An

4

inverse proposition,s n_tte accepted: non- migrants will

achieve 4 greaterIntrease in prestige over their first

Sobs than will migrants.
.

, t
Additional Tindin

,Recauee of tne. large number of nob-migrant's who

started their careers. as .farm hands, a lowlprestigd

occupation4Hhe hy:flothesis was tested again

-farmers. The result's of the re-testing are

Table 28.

excluding the

presented .in .

The calculated t value of .0.66 is not significant

at the .0'S.1eVel. The null hypothesis that. no significant.

101
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S

dffference exists
O

scores for mia'ran

their 1967 job as

in thle .increase inn North7Hatt p'rentige

and non.-migiants from their first, to

rejected. Although the data in .Tale 28
P

show a slight indication that miKrants will 'achieve ,neater

'increase in prestige over their firStjobs than wilLnon-

migrants the rpsults do not hold true at the designr: t,ed-

\

level.of fnificance.

Table 28. Mean difference between occupational loresge
of 1 67 job and of first job by .migratiOn
per rmance, non-farmers only

1967 migration status klutriber\' Me4n

Migrant 73 \8,11

Non - migrant;` '

Tota:1

19 'f).368

92

, .\

Sub -hypothesis 1 MiFrants'w 1 Iparease ...rieir
, -

- .

occupatioril pnestige at a fastp r.te thar will

non-migran4a. .zN

Null h' pothesis There is no sig ifi-..sr.tt

differ betw en the gains in No th-.--:'=:tt

prestig, scores or migrants and n n-

migrantbetween 1956, and 1967.

) 10 2
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Table 29. Mean difference in gains in occUpetional
prestige.between 1967 and'1956 by migration
performance

1967 migration7statio NuMber Mean Variance

Migrant 34 3.735

Non-miirapt 7 7.0000

Total

t = 1.82, d.f. E. 59 ( 5 le,i7e1 =A..984

o

The results are presented in Table 29. The -calculated

t value Of:1:.82 is not significant at the .05 leveh. . The

null 'hypbthesis that nity:sighlficant difference exists

between'the gains North-Hatt prestige scores of

and-non'-mifrants, between 1956 and 1967 cannot be rejgbJed.

grants

I?ata in Tia,ble 29 indicate, that non-migrants will increase
I '

.
their occuPati_onal Prestige-at a faster rate than migrants,-

,

4
0 f

Sr) inverse relationship to that predicted in Sub-hypothesis

.12. The cOntradictiop, however, is not at a significant

level.

.Additional :Pinding
. a 7

Table 30 presents results of aTe-testing of Sub-

tii.mothesis 12, excluding farmers from the sample.

OW.?



.Table 30. Mean aiffe
prestige
.0ii/grati

ence in gains in.oecupational
s,

f.mlgrantS And non-migrants by
,performance, non-farmers only

1967 migr: ion statics Number Dean tVariance

MI.grant- 31 1 3.323 37.092

Non -mid; t 9 4.778 63..444

Total

t = 0.59, (1.1%;-= 38 (.05 level # 2.02)

Thb. ;calculated t value of 0.59 is not signiftdant. at

the .0 level. HTlae null hypothesis that no significant

differente exists between the4ains.in th-Hatt prestige,

sboreSof migrants OA nonmigrants betweer\1956 and 1967

cannot be rejected. .Data in TAble.30Shows\light indlca-

tion of .tin inverse relationship to that predicted in Sub--

?

S\\
hypothesis".12. The Contradiction, howeVer,' i far from

a statistically significent.level.

alb-hypothesis 12:' Migrants will chan jobs

more.freouentlYthen will non-migrants during

theli, years in tie labor forte.

Null hypothesis: There _will be no signifi-

cant difference between migrants and non-,'

migrants in rave of ,mobility, that is, in

the number of jobs divided by the number-

p

41/
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4,

(,

of years in the labor gorce.

The finding; are presented in Table 31.'- .

Table 31. _Mean difference in rate of mobility by
. migration performance

1967 migration status :;umber Preen Variance .

Migrant 32 0.326 0.0321-.

Non-migrant,

Total

. 27 0.167 0.0090

59.

t = Li.1b, d.f. = 57 (.05 level= 2.00)

The ,calculat,e0 t value of 4.16 is signi-ficant at the
.

.05 level. The null hypothesis,thai there is no significant

difference between migrants and norimigrants 1p rate of
; .

mobility is reje4ted. The hypothesis that migrants change

jobs more Often than non-migrants is 'accepted at a signifi-

cant level.

Additiona3. finding.

Because the large number of farmers in the non-migrant

group was thought to bias the hypothesis, it was re-examided.%

'excluding farmers

in Table 32.

from the sample. :Result are precnted,
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Table 32. Mean difference In rate,of,mobility_by.,
Migration peformancenan-farmera only

.

'1967 MiFration.Status Number Mean Variance
eq.

Migrant 114 29 -0.336. 40.0338

Non-migrant r 9 . 0.241 0.0135

Total, 38

t = 1047,4 d.f. = 36 (.05 level 2. 3)

)

04The CalcUlated t value .of 1.47 is not algnificant at

the ,p5 level. The null hypothesis is npt rejected at the

.405 level,. Examination of the data in Table 32 reveals

a
7that-migranty. F Jobe more oftenthantnon-migrants

whenAonlynon7farmers are considered., but not to a

stat'is'tic ly significant degree.
U.

J:14 tn.0 baSiss of- the testing of Sub-hypotheses 11 and

12, General Hypothesis. V was ilgt supported. -On the basis

of testing ofSub,hypothesis 13 ,Gener:al Hypothesis V,was

supported.::

.

Discussion

(14neral:Eyppthes,is,V which proposed that migration
'

.

performance is relalted to intra-generational mobility was

based on .career mobility studies by Lipset and Bendix (43),
r

Blau and Duncan (6) and- Scudder and Anderson (59) . In the



Present study, careers of migrantsWere cPared tosthoSe

of non - migrants from several different asPeCtS. Sub-
.

hypothesis 11 which specified that migrants'woUld &chieve

,?neater odcopational mobility over their:first jobs than

would nonmigrants was'contradicted. Re.,.examine,d
N
without

`the farMers, the migr,ants did achieve greater occupational.

prestige over their first job, than didDths non-migrants,

but not to a significant degree. Again t40 results may be

explained by the act that 'many non-migrants began work as

farm hands and at other loWprestige jobs in rural areas.

The migrants, on the other hand, may have begun work at.,

higher level jobs because ofHiXtra training or tdueation,

and thus have been less likely to make gains in occupational

Prestige,,s146 in general, 'the higher one begins, less

likelihood he. has to rise.
A

Sub-hypothesis 12, which predicted that migrants will
a.

increase their occupational prestige at a faster rate than

will non7m1grants,examined the difference in pains made

between 1956 and 1967. There was strong support for tht
o

reverse of the hypothesis: the, min-migrants made greater

increases in occupational,prestigb between 1956 and 1967.

lvhen the sub-hypothesis was retestedwittout farmers, it

received weak support. A possible explanation for the-

discrepancy is-that the high proportion-of non-migrant
) %

farmers may have risen on the North-Hatt scale f-rOm "tena4

107



fir-ler score of 68 to farm owner an
0

between 1956 and 1967.

The examination of Sub-hypothe,

in a rejection of General Hypothesl.'

Sub-hypothesis 13, however, resul,ta014m acceptance of the

cleneral Hypothesis, V. Migration;WWfound to be related

-to intragenerational mobility,* 'that mobility refers

'1 and 12 resulted

Examination of

to numben of job chanes merle. MOliprants changeb jobs
t

siz7nificantly more often. than Che,,On-migrants per years

in the labor force. to Pport for the dibsocia-

tibn ekperienceleft:thetiA-e theory implies that the mi

mic-r'ants witirfeelitigs-of res41; fo#ess.
A-.s.4ptom'nf these feelings my, ye been frequent

Ichanping of jobs.

A7 niope plitusible explatiatTop 'for the migrants' higher

rate of mobility is the infilueilloe- of the .farmers in the

non- migrant population.. When:q0-hypothesis .13 was

re- examined excluding farmers;i;the proposition that migrants

chanp4 fobs more often than4, 01=,migrants over the years

receitred only weak support. uhf s an g ciin probably be

attributed to the riact.that--f rimers who had bed.6.asslociated

with a.Single farm over thevy ars were considered to have

had a-sinple job, regardless

risen in prestige.

how much.they'May have
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CONCLIJSIONS

Five general h/Pothesea were examiped in'this thOis,

each distinguishing migrants from rural areas from non.-

migrants according toa.particular set of variables. None

of the general hypothese8 were fully supported:by teats.. Of

'their `sub- hypotheses.

:

.:rhe expected relationships between migration perfdrm-
.

,

once l behavi general
.

,and Social-psycholOgicaor specified in eneral
..

.

hypotheses I and IX were not sUpported. Their separate

sub-hypotheses tested three theories offering social-

puchologiCal eXplanationspf Migration the dissociative

413
theory, the ameliorative theory. ,011d the compensatory

theory. Although none of these theories Were sup6O;ted;byA

sub-birpotheses finding's at the selected .05.1eve1 of

signifiCance, a comparison.dan nevertheless be made of their

usefulness for the present stuay.'4Table 33 show's.the

possible alternative hypotheses,' the corresponding null

hypotheses, and the fractional likelihood of the alternative

hypotheses in terms of the probability alpha.

Overall, Table 33 indicates that%Of the threelcompeting

hypothodes,,the diSsociative one is verified over-:the'other:.

two. The migrants.did show more social isolation and &is-

satisfaCtion,after theymigrated, but there is'no evidence

that they we're characterized by a pre-migration inability

1.09
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'$-Table 33. Comparison of theories explaining social-
psychological behavior related to migration

performance

Frecuency of tom-
, munication
with parents in
1948

Dissociative Ameliorative Compensatory

Frequency of com- 4-

munication 1414
with non-family (;9h.)

tiembers in 1948

PartiCipation in
forMal organi- fik N'

zations in 1956 -. (.7-A)
,

Satisfaction for
residencein M <N
1956 (.94)

Satisfaction for W<N
job in 1956 (.50)

HA:

Ho:

Number gives

where at= probability of obtaining the result found or
a more, distant result when the null hypothesis
is true

b

M>N or m

144.k.

1 - 04

M<i\;.

(.02)

M> N

M<J.1

(.02)

m<v,
(094) (.06)

no - N<N
prediction. (t.78)

no ,
. 14;4:21

prediction (.94)

no M<N
prediction (.50)

N or

to form effective social relatibns or by an estrangement

from their families.. The migrants, in fact, conferred with.

family members more then the non-migrants did concerning



lob:

future vocational plans. The compensatory hypothesis

consequently is strongly contradiOted.

Anticipatory socialization did exist to some ext

thus supporting the ameliorative hypothesis. high

proportion of the migrants did seek advice from teachers

and -other professional people. The agrants'hovever, did

snot ge for advice solely to non-family members,,for they

communicated more frequently with their pai.ents concerning

futut,e plan's than did the non-migrants. Evidently, they

had not chosen entirely non-family reference groups. In

conclusion, the results of testing the three theories

against one,another on the 1946 Hamilton County high

-school graduates agree with Ellis.and Lane's research (26)

on male undergraduates entering Stanford University.

General hypotheses III, IV, and V compared, migrants

to non-migrants in terms of social mobility, specifying

in theirttsub-hypotheses that migrants would show greater

mobility. General hypothese IVInd V were each supported

by findings of one of their sub-hypotheses. Migrants were

found to start at significantly higher prestige jobs

relative to their fathers than were non-migiants, and

'.migraAs were found to have:wsignificantly higher rate of

mobility than non- migrants.

.
The effect or farrhers inte population was tholight to

bias the-results. Graph'l summarizes the careers of the
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male respondents, in'the study-, comparing'the migrants to

t#19 non - migrants for 'all Of the maleS and then fdr'all

male, non-farmers, emphasizing the effect of the- farmers.

In ganeral,'incluslon of farmers lowered the occupational

prestige level for the first job of the non-migrants,

raising it for their 1956 'and 1967 Jobs. Without. looking at

farmers,:the present study does confirm, the conclusion

of Blau-and'Duncan (6) 'and Scudder and Anderson (59) that

rural migrants have higher prestigepecupations than have

rural non-4iTigrants.

An interesting comparieon, which is not possible here
.0 .

'because of data.limitation, would be a comparison of the

occupational success of these rural migrarits with urban'

'natives and with urban tbburban. Migrants. Bauder and

Burchinal-(3) found that When differences in educatiOn end

age were controlledvoccupational achievement differences

among-rural-reared and urban-reared migrants and natives
oY -0

were insignificant. The higher than average North -Ha

attainment of the Hamilton County migrants would most.

likely substafitiate Bauder andJ3urchinalls findings.

Data does- exist to allow forfurther analyses of

several 'aspects or occupational achievement. IA the

present study, each comparison waspetwaen migrants and

non-migrants. Methodological difficulties encountered from

the .large number of non-migrants- Who were-farmera have been

0.,



noted, ExaMinatiori of the careers of, only '6-ie'migrants

30°

would eliminate,the methodological problems posed °by

farmers. 'For example, an interesting test, suggested by

evidence reportbd by ;Blau. end Duncan (b), would be an

exa ac ination of possible correlatton between distance of_

migration and aeiel of occupational achievement.

In conclugiqn, the findings of the present study hold

implicationsforbareer opportunity of rural youth. a /
'Apparently farming offers a secure'future for'those rural

youth: who desire t become farMersand have the opportunity

-

to ,'acquire a fart4 From the standpoint* of occupational

prestige; farm youth compare favorably with their con-4temporaries who -grate.

The future 61* rural youth whO do not migrate but

who enter occupations other than farmineis not so promising

as the future of4outh who migratp. The original North-

Hatt occupVionawhich theoretically represent all

occupations average'S 69.6. The migrant in 1967 averaged

71.97 -onthe North-Hatt scale, while the non-,migrants

who did npt.farm averaged only 65.00.

").

.1
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SUMMARY

The purposes of this study were (1) to compare

differentes in social-ps chological behavior between 1948

high school graduates in central Iowa who migrated and

those who remainedlm their home areas; (2) to examinea-
disrupting Acial behavior Which may have resulted from

;the. migration-experience; (3) to examine migration

[behavior in-relation,to occupational mobility over.one's

father's occupational status; and (4) to examine migration
.

in relation to occupationdl mobility within a segment of

one's lifetime.

The data were obtained f om a longitudinal study of

144 high schOol seniors who graduated in .1948 from eight

rural high schools in Hamilton County, Iowa, and in

Oe

Story City, IoWa. The original study was completed in

1948; with follow -up studies in 1956'-and 1967. The present'

,thesisdtilizes data' .from the 194N the 1956, and the

1967 s'thedules.

This thesis drew upon past research which noted some

social-psychological distinctions between migrants and .

indiViduals who remain in their-hoMe communities. For

example, migrants are characterized by.feelings of aliena-

tion'and discontent, resulting in social isolation and

continual, striving for achievement. Theorisaatsagree

1,15
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r . as to the origin of the social

is tics which distinguish migrant

psychological character-
.

from riOn-migrants.

The compensatory theory says hat the upWardly mobile

indivAdualaare different. from childh od bec use of. poor

.family interaction;' the
dissociative the y say that

-migrants are no different before migration', ut the ri ors

of the migration experience affect their subsequent

behavior. A2.third theory which (Craws upon p.\\

theory predicts that 4grants need not be disrupted by .-:.

migration experiences If they had experienced pre-migration .

. ,

, . .

. \
,

\

.

anticipatory socialization, that is, entry into the reference

group they hone to emulate.

The present thesis tested these three theories against

0

i

one another and found the dissociative, the most valid of '.

1 the three. The'migrants:were not found to be wilier in

I 4 family relationships than the non-miOants but, in fact,.

I- -.'communicated significantly more frequently with their 'N;

parents than did the non-migrants concerning their future

plans. After migration, the migrants showed'less participa-

tion in colmuni y activities and less satisfaction for Job.
,

o

and community of residence than did the non-migrants, but

not at.a level of statisticalls4mificance. Anticipatory

socialization dl.d exist to some extent before migration, as

the migrantS.:41ecussed future plans with professionals to

a greater e tent than did the non-migrants.
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This' thesis examined occupational mobility. of the

migrants as compared to the non-migrants using.the North-
,

Hatt occupational prestige scale. TWo chief types 'of

occunational-mWlity were examined. The careers of

respondents were examined at different. points in time and

from sr7.eral diffeent aspects. >CoMparisons were made

13,etWeen migranitS and:non-migrants on prestige of starting
\:

j0i,rise in prestigebetween 1956 and 1967 jobs, and' the

number ,of jobspernumber of years in the labor force.

Theonly significant finding was that migrants change jobs.

Significantly more frequently than did non-migrants.

4'1econd type of occupational .mobility examined was a

Comparison of the achieVementof the respondents to that of

the fathers. The difference in occupational prestige

between respondentts.first job and father's 1948 job was

significantly less for'migrants than for,non-migrants. A

4-regression band correlation analysis was made comparing how

closely and how much the occupatiOnal status-of the two

cti groups of respondents depended on their'fathers prestige.;

For: all of the-Males included, differenCeS. were not

. significant. The expected differences in occupational

prestige between migrants and non-migrants were, on the

. whole, 'found not significant in this study.

The large proportion of non-migrants who were farmers

was suspected `of biasing the results. Re- examination pf

2U/II.VA;
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hypotheses involving.occupational_prestige-wWkoWthe

fafrthera shOwed that migrants had consivtentlyslgnifiCantly-.

higher levels of occupational prestige over((the years than'.

had the non--migrants, .Coneequent1y4the61710ial cDrIclu4i

of this study la..that those who remain. n'rUral areas and
,

become farmers can expect ssecure future, comparing

y
Favorably with:thOse who leave-home to,,seekopportunitiee

A-
.

.elsewhere. Those who:7reMain: rurWareWO-rig do not

beconie faiTiersi howeyer, haive7poor,po*spectg of.ocCupa-
o-

, .

ti.opal.achie'VeMoq ascOmp.ared to those who migrate,-

ry

118
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U.S. Supreme Court Justice
Physician ,

g State Governor
Cabinet Member, Fed. Gov.

'Diplomat, p.s. Foreign Service
mayor, largefcity"
College Professor

Repiesentative
Banker
government scientist
County Judge
Head, Dept. in State Gov.
Minister '41-
Architect
Chemist
Dentist
Lawyer :
Member, Board of Directors

Large Corporation
Nuclear Physicist

'Priest
Psychologist,
Civil. Engineer
Airline Pilot
Artist that paints pictures'that

are exhibited in'galleries
Owner of a factory that employ0

about 100 people
Sociologist
Accountant for largebusiness
Biologist 0

Musician in Symphony
Author of novels
Capt. in Reg. Army.
Building Contractor
Economist
Instrcfor Puhlig Schoola,
Public. School Teacher
County Agricultural Agent
Railroad Engineer
Farm Owner and Opeiator
Official, International.
. Labor Union
Radio Announcer
News aper Columnist
ner-Operator, yrinting Shop

Trained Machinist
Welfare Worker,?City Goy.
Electrician.

.1!.
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North-Hatt Scale

96 Undertaker .

93 .Reporter, Daily Newspaper,
93 Manager, Small Store
92 Bookkeeper
92 : Insurance Agent
-90 Traveling Salesman for
89 wholesale" concern
89 Tenant Farmer
88 Playground Director
.88 Policeman
87 Railroad Conductor
87 Mail Carrier
86 Carpenter,
86 Automobile Repairman

'86 Plumber
86 .Garage Mechanic
86 -Local Official Union

Owner-Operator Lunch Stand
86 Corporal, Reg. Army
96 Machine Operator, Factory
86 Barber
.85 Clark'' in Store .

84 Fisherman, owns oft boat,'
83' Streetcar Motorman

,

Milk Route Man
83 Restaurant Gook

Truck Driver
82 Lumber, ack
82 Filling. Station Attendant
81 Singer in Night Club

Farm Hand!
81 Coal Miner
80 Taxi Driver
80 Railroad Section Rand
79 Restaurant Waiter
79 Dock Worker
79 Night Watchman
78 Clothes Presser in Laundry
77 " Soda Fountain Clerk.
77 Bartender
76 Janitor

Share Cropper.
75 Garbage Collector
74 Street Sweeper '

74 Shoe Shiner'
74

73

73

73

01tii

129,

72

71

69

68
68

. 68
68
67.

67
67 .

66

65
63
63
82
62

62

60
60

.59

58'

58.

58
54
54 °

54
53
52

52

50
49

49 /

48
48
47

47

46

45

44
44

40'

35,
34

33



Accountant
Accountant, Certified Public
Aempuntant, Comptroller
AdEountant, Tax, Gas Co.
Actuarial Assit. (life inS0
Actuary
Administrative assistant, Natibnal

Guard _ 70

Advertising man, Metropolitan paper '70

Advertising promoter 72

1
Advertising writer, 70

11 Agent, Internal Revenue 77

Agent,°Purchasing 68

Agent, Rental 68
4

Airway Operation Specialist
(Control Airport Traffic)

Analyst, Service
Appraiaer, Real estate, commercial

property
Arborist for city
Artist, Advertising

;i Artist, TeChniCal
Assembler at aircraft plant
Attendant, Tool Crib
Audiologist
Auditor, Bank
Auditor, insurance,co., state
Automotive spare parts specialist
Baker .(owns, shop)

Baker
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INTERPOLATIONS

78
81

70

80

74

78

a

Bakery worker
Band leader
Bank teller
Barber who owns his own shop and

employs 1 other man
Baseball pryer, minor league
Bellhop
Biochemist
Blpekrilan

Blueprint reader
Boards children at home
Biolermaker
Boilermaker's- helper,. R.R.

Bookbinder
Brakeman, Railroad
Bricklayer
Brickmason
Brick setter
Broker, Manufacturer's
Broker, Motor,Freight Co.

;i Broker, Real Estate

74

68
73

74

69
ti 59

57
75

80

79

° 62

68
62

48
76

67

63

67
48
85

60
67
59

($6,

60

60
63.

60

-60

70

710
72

Ward Bauder
Lee Burchinal.
June, 19.61

Broker, StOck
Buffer, Auto
Builder of homes
Busboy - busgirl

Butcher
Butter maker
Buyer for furniture store .

Buyer for a department store for a
single department

Buyer for a hardware store
Cabinet maker
Captain in city fire department
Car Washer
Carpet layer
,Chrton Maker
Cashier
Cashier, Bank
Cement Finisher
Chairman (surveying)
Chauffeur
Checker in metal-assembly line

Ink (no formal education)
sexer,.
a bujeau, within a depart -
in -state government 81

police, city of 350,000 80

idhiropodist? 77

Chiropractor ., 75

Claim adjustor, insurance 70

Clerk Actuarial in an insurance co. 65
Clerk, Airlines 68

Clerk, Billing' . 59

Clerk,' Chief, R.R. Freight Office =68

79

56,
supervises work) 69

43
59
58
71

Chemist,
Chicken,
Chief of

men t,

Chief of

70

70

66

50
54
5.5

62
-70
.52
62
49
64

,64
65

Clerk of court
Clerk, General Office worker
Clett6 ISM
Clerk; Law
Clerk, Liquor Store
Clerk, Payroll
Clerk, Postal .

Clerk, Railroad freight office
Clerk, shipping supply factory
Clg'rk, Stock
Clerk, Supply
Clerk, Technica,
College Instruc r

College Training
-Concessionaire ."

Contractori.CeMent
Contractor, General Painting
,Coordinator, management-labor

030

68
62
68
70

62

.65
63
59
51
59
66
.39

75
'62

74

74



Coordinator, Oil Co.
Coppersmitlx (R.R.)
Cosmetologist
County Road WOrker
Court Reporter
Custodian
Cytologist
Dairyman
Dealer, Automobile.
Dealer, Farm implement'
Dealer, Hardware'
Dealer, Lumber.
Department Head of a dept. store
Department Head of large co.
Department. Head (Ass't) of a dept..

store ,

Department' Leader -Steel Fabrication
Department store buyer .f or large

store
Designer, Tool
Dress Designer
Dietician
Director, ,Activities, Lazarus Co.
DirectOr, Assit, Trade and Industri

Education, State of Ohio.
Director, Executive, YWCA
Director,-Radio Station
Director, Religious Education-
Dishi4asher

Dispatcher,'Chief Highway, Motor
Carrier Co.

Dispatcher, Taxi
Dispatcher,, Train, R.R.
Distributor, Oil Business
Draftsman
Dressmaker
Driller, Diamond Core
Driver, Ambulance
Driver, City Bus
Driver, School Bus
Driver, Greyhound Bus
Druggist, Wholesale
Editer.
Eletric Motor Tester
-Electrotyper
gmbalmer who owns his own under-

taking establishment
) Engineer

Engineer, Aeronautical
Engineer, (MechaniCal) Assistant

research
Engineer, CeramiC
Engineer, Construction

74

62

58

129

Engineer, Consulting
Engineer, Electrical
Engineer,. Heating

48 Engineer, Industrial
68 Engineer, Mechanical
44 Engineer, Maintenance
80 Engineer, Operating, city
'66 Engineer, Process
77 Engineer, Radio
66 Engineer, Research
-66 Engineer, Sales
70 Engineer, Sales (gas heating)
73 Engineer, Stationary

1.78 Engineer, Surveying
11 Jaigineer, Time study
70 Engineer, Tool
65 Engineer, T.V.

Engineering aids, Senior
72 Engineman, R.R.
75 Examiner; Bank
75 Examiner, Tax
78 ' Executive, Jr. advertising firm 70
71 Executive, large manufacturing plant81

al , Executive, (Publicity Director). for
81 - a large department store 78
-81 Executive, publishing co." 81
76 Executive, Telephone co. 76
77 Executive, Transportation . 79
33 Expeditor, Aviation co. 66

Express messenger, supervisor on
69 , express train
65 Factory worker - assembly line
67
69
69

86
83
68
82

80

64
70'

77

77
82

73
68

- 62

78

75

75

75

72

65
75

77

62'

68

55

57

55
63'

70

81.

62

.66

'72

80

83

78'

79

80

66

5.5.

Farmer, tenant - one who owns
livestock and machinery and
manager of the farm 68"

rieldman, Producers Livestock Coop. 70

Fire Chief 70
Fireman, City 65
Fireman, R.R. 65
Fireman, Stationary 53
Fitter (female) 61
Flagman, Railroad 60
Floral Designer 65
Florist Production Worker 50
Fly man (newspaper) 59

Foreman; Assembly line 66
Foreman, Body..Shop 66
Foreman, Construction 66
Foreman, main crew, factory' 67
Foreman, Maintenance, of school's 52
Foreman, Railroad roundhouse 66
Foreman, Shipping Dept. Casket Co. (39

Foreman, Shop,,factory 67
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Foreman, Warehouse
Funeral director
Furniture maker,.church
Glass worker
Governess
Grinder, bearing
Grinder, casting
Grinding, general
Guard
Guard, Railroad
H9rticulturist
Hospital A4ds, Psychiatric
Hospital Worker
Housekeeper
Housekeeper, Private
Iceman
Inspector, Assembly line.
InsPector, Bank
Inspector, Building,
Inspector, Building
Inspector, Factory
Inspector, Furnace-
Inspector, riachine Shop
Inspector, Railroad steel car
Inspector, Regrigerator controls

in plant
Installer, Canopy in jet planes

60

-72

67

59
69

67
4nov-

59

55

55

77

61

50
53°

54
50
66

74

68
73
65

62
67

60

62
, 63

Installer, Escalator ':62

Installer, PBX telephone . 65

jinstructor, Ceramic .(makes and sells)78
Insurance Group Leader, V.A. 74

Insurance Underwriter. 69

Interviewer, Personnel 71

Investlgatbr; city tax division 71

Investigator, credit 61

Iron Worker, OrnaMental 68

Iron Worker, StruCtural 63

Jeweler 72

Jeweler, Manufacturing 73

Jig and Furniture Builder Class 68

Job Setter 69

Laboratory Aids 60

Laborer, City 50

Laborer, Common 40

Laborer, Construction 50

Laborer, FattorY 47

Lather. 55

Laundress 45

Leader of a dance band 70
4Librarian 74

Librarian, Museum 76

Lieutenant, Air Force 75
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Lieutena t of police (R.R.) 69

Loan officerin bank 74

Lineman, telephone company 63

Machinist's tielper 59

Machinist journeyman 65

Machinist, Master 70

Maid, 48

Mail Handler at Depot .
62

Maintenance man in factory_ 55

Maintenance, Park 55

Maintenance, Pbblic Building 55

MaintenanCe, Road ]

55

'Maintenance worker in furnished

apartments 48
Major, Air Force 81

Manager, Advertiaing 78

Manager, Assistant Floor 69

Manager, Ass't. parts, factory 65

Manager, Ass't., restaurant .67

Manager, brsinch, large co. 71

Manager,,Business 72

Manager, chain retail grocery store 72

Manager, credit, van & storage co. 70

Manager, large dept. retail groc. 68

Manager, dept. in larger co. .

72

Manager, display, single department

of department store 68

Manager, district, heat regulation
company JO

Manager, district sales for large

company 72

Manager,' division wholesale coop. 72

Manager ofdry cleaning store 68'

Manager of dry goods store 69 ,

Manager, foundry 72

Manager of garage '68

Manager, general, manufacturing
plantothat employs over 100 men 77

Manager of a grill 67

Manager of,a hotel 78

MMager of a large co. 72

M nager of a large dept. store '80

anager of life insurance 75

Manager, lumber company 74

Manager, motel 70

Manager of movie theater'in,
downtown section Of .city 70

Manager, department, newspaper
Manager, Office
Manager, parts, factory .

68

Manager, plant, of larger co. 75

Manager of a poolroom 58

*Problem is to determine value for housewife
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Manager, Production control 79

Manager, Promotion. 74
Manager, Public Utility 81
Manager, regional claims (life

insurance) 70
Manager, Restaurant 68
Manager, Sales 70
Manager, Sales--salesman who

supervises 7-12 other 'salesmen/ 70
Manager of seervice station 68
Manager, Tavern 61
Manager of transportation and-

moving co. 70
Manager, T.V.'service (wholesale) 70
Manufacturer's representative 70
Meat Packer' 54
Mechanic, Airplane 67
Mechanic, Auto 65
Mechanic, Auto (in partnership), 68'

Mechanic, Cash register 66
Mechanic, Elevator 65
Mechanic, field, road building

machinery 67
Mechanic, gas.meter 62
Mechanic, maintehance 63
Mechanic, Radio 67
Mechanic,-. efrigeratiOn 6.7

Melter Loader 61
Messenger for-armored car co. 57
Metal plate worker se-
Metallurgist 80
Mica layer in factory 58`
Millwright ,A0

Minister (No theological training,
high ,school education) 72

Musician, hotel, etc. 70
Nurses. aide 60
Nurses attendant 58,
Nurse, (hospital) . 76
Nurse, practical. 66
Nurse, registered 78
Officer, security 67
Officer, trust 78
Operator, beauty shop 60'
Operator, bulldozer 59
Operator, calculating machine 64
Operator, coal elevator 51'
'Operator, crane 59
Operator, diesel 62,

Operator, elevator 52

Operator, equipment, army depot 58
Operator, freezer 59
Operator, linetype, printing shop 67
Operator, movie projector 4.12 62
Operator, Aultigraph 63

131

Operator, radio, airport tower
Operator, radio telephone
Operator, steam shovel
Operator, telephone
Opthalmologist
Optician
?Optometrist .

Owner dry cleaning plant.
Owner grocery store 70

: Owner, large whOlesale business 82
'Owner, Machine Shop 73
Owner,- small-te-iedium restaurant

in the city
Owner, shoe repair shop
Owner, Small mfg. plant
Owner, (co), insurance corporation 78

OWner,.(co), motel business '72

Owner, (co), small store in city 72

67

64
59

59

89

75

83
75

.68

65

78 .

Owner-operator of an automobile
repair shop that employees 3'
other people

Owner and operator, beauty:shop
Organ Tuner
Owner-operator, cigarette-Vending

machine'coT 69
Owner and operator, cleaning
`business (one store) 68
(nicer and operator, confectionary 66

OWner.and operator, farm 76

Owner-operator, real estate'agency 73

Owner,'apartment 70,

Owner, laundromat 65
Owner-operator, insurance agency

(partner)' 71

Owner-operator, investment agency 75

Owner, service.StatiOn
Owner, small business
Owner., Tavern
Painter,
Parking attendant

'Parts than

Professional
Patrolman, state highway
Pattern maker (wood and metal)
Personal (testing, etc.)
Pharmacist
Photographer, commercial
Physical Therapist
Riano tuner
Pipefitter
Plasterer.
Player in a dance band
Plumber who owns his own shop
Police officer (R.R.)

- Porter

67
65
70

) 1 3 3

69

70

64
60
47

60 '

86

68
67
76

75

72

,68

69

58
60
65

67
66

44
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President, large retail-chain store
President, wholesale company.,
Press feeder printing shop.
Printer, newspaper

74 Printing pressman

g

Proof reader
Proprietor of sheet-metal. biisinesso-
Publicity man for large companies
Publisher

t Rag sorter
q Railroad conductor

Railroad guard
Railroad switthman
Railroad telegrapher

pRailroad yard master
Real estate
Recreation director (YMCA)
RepairMan, office machines

1 Repairman, shoe,
Repairman, shoe (cobbler)
Repairman, telephone company
Repairman, T,y.
Repairman,. washing machine
Repairman, watch
Restaurant. partner
Retail business

O Roofer
Salad lady
Sales correspondent - division local

branch of nationwide lg.. 70

84

81

59

68
66

67

71

71
8.4

39

67
55
60
65

73
70

70.

67
57
60
62

67

65

67
66

.72

60.

50

Salesman 68
:Salesman, car 68

L Salesman, cosmetic 60
Salesmn, insurance 68
Salesman, retail, not involving-

canvassing or traveling
Salesman, route,
Salesman, route (driVer)
Salesman, used car
Salesman, wholesale, not involving'

traveling .

Sales promotion worker
Sales representative'

1
ti Saw sharpener

Science field
Scientist
Seamstress
Secretary .

Secretary-treasurer, large co.
Secretary, university dept.
Seed corn research
Septic Tank cleaner (self-employed)
Sergeant, Army , \,

Servant, domestic
Sheet metal worker

132

Siding applicator (self-employed)
Skilled trade
Social worker ,

Soil conservationist.
Specifier, order dept.
Statistician, Dept. of Agri.
Steel mill worker
-Steel temperer
Stenographer
Stockhandler
Stockkeeper, municipal div., of

electricity
Stockman in linen supply co.
Stock selector
Streetcar conductor .

Student, business school. .

Student, graduate .

Student, senior medical .

-Student; university..
Superintendent
Superintendent, building .

Superintendent, coinstruction co.
roads and! Streets.

Superintendent, factory
Superintendent, h gh school
Superintendent, ma Inist
Superintendent, pi ing
Superintendent, pl t

Superintendent, ra lroad
Superintendent,se vice -large

departifient stor

Superintendent, st41 mill
Superintendent, truck.stop
Supervisor -State of Ohio Fish

Management

'65

70

74
76

66

78

50
60'
66

64
52

58
58
165

76

79

74

67
52

77

72

80'

70
- 69

74

75,

76

72

65

77
'68-- Supervisor, long distance, telephone ,

60
56
62

. 68
72

68
50

81
89,

'57,

65

76
65.
,68

()

50

66

47-

54
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co. (female) _65

Supervisor, Coal -Co. 64
Supervisor, office 68
Supervisor, John Deere 69
Tailor 67
Technician, aircraft 78
Technician, dental 73
Technician, 'radio 68
Technologist, medical 74
Tire builder 60

Tool and Die maker 65
TOO1 setter 60
Tree surgeon, self-employed 76

Tree'trimmer for public utility 51
Truck gardener 66

U.S. employee-quartermaster
purchasing 69

Upholsterer 62
Veterinarian .84

a
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Vice president of a large whole-'
sale food company 80

ViCe president, real estate develop- '
ment co. 84

Vocational rehabilitaior,'V.A. 78
Waitress .: 50
Warehouse worker 51
Watchmaker 74
Welder 59

Wrecking business (self-employed) 65

Writer in. public relations dept.
t.E,Yardmaster; R.R.

74'

73
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Additions to North-Hatt Scale July, 1968
Alphabetical listing AVS Study

. 134.
Accountant, bookkeeping =88 Bulk can driver for Carnation -; 55
Accountant; professional 7847 Bush pilot - 83
Accountant, public - 78 ,'. Business advisor - 70
Acting - 80

Business cexecutive - 70
Administration - 70 Business job, lunior executive~ 70Administratibn, business - 70
Advanced accounting - 81

:Business rep resentative - 68
Businessman - 70 ,

Agent - 68
. Butcher (owns shop) - 70

Agent, depot - 70 Can milk man - 56
Agent, secret - 78 ,Cartoonist - 74'
Agriculture - 76
Agriculture business 70 ,

Agriculture chemicals - 66
Agriculture work - 50
Agronomist 82
Airline communications - 74
Airline managemeht - 68
Airline reservationist - 68
'Airline worker - 74
Animal science specialls,t
Archeology - 82
Army priot - 83
'Art field - 74
Artist - 74
Artificial inseminator - 68
Assembly Worker - 55
Assessor, tax - 68
Astronaut - 85

.

Astronomer - 82
Astrophysics - 86
Athlete 67 le
Auctipneer - 68 -

Auto painting -15
'Automation IBM - 68
Automotive test driver - 60
Aviation - 68
Aviation design or repair - 75
Bagger - 55
Bank administrator - 70
Bank employee - 67
Banking and Insurance -.75
Beauty operator - 60,
Beef boner - 54
Biology'field - 81
Biologist'/wildlife) - 81.

i

Board of directors, ford - 77:
Body Shop owner,
Body and fender shop - 67
Bouncer - 52-

.Buird homes -for lumber cOmpany -

Ceramic tile layer - 63
Checker at Rath_ 65
Chief of police - 70
City employee - 55
City street departmerI - 55
Civi.1 service - 70 .

Clerk,- 60 ,

Clerk, IBM --68
Clerk, receiving - 59
Clothing - 60
Company worker - 55
Computers - 68
Computer analyst - 73
Computer center work -,68
Computer controller -

Computer operations -

Computer procesSor -
Computer programmer -

Computer science - 68
tonstructionist - 50
'Construction Corp. owns - 70,Construction,
Construction, unspecified - 50
Contractor - 70-or 74
Contractor, ditching - 70
Contract9r , drainage and sewer - 70
Contractor, electrical 74
Contractor, field tiling -

Contractor, plumbing and heating -

Co-op statlon.attendent - 52
County.auditor - 78
County auditor of large county - 78
County to-op creamery - 58
County job - 48
Crate maker - 55
Custom work -1 67
Data processor.- 68
Dealer, livestock - 68
Design, hgmes - 75
Design, mechanical - 75

65 Designer 75

4.
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Designer, machinery - 75 . Foreman, high line - 66

DH1A supervisor - 77 Foreman, maintenance"and electrician - 73

i'
Director of industrial relations - 75 Foreman, manufacturing company - 66
Ditch digger - 55 Foreman, packing plant - 67

Door window glazer - 60 Foreman, road construction - 66

I,i

Dozer and tree-trimming work (self- Foreman, working - 66

f'
employed) - 67, Foreman.of business - 66

Drives cat at packing plant - 59 Forester - 76
Electrical work - 73 Fork Oft driver - 59
Electrician, T.V. and radio - 67
Electronics - 73
Electronic control - 73
Elevator field man 68
Elevator operator - 68
End loader operator - 59
Engineer',iaeronautical - 83
Engineer, aerospace -83
Engineer, architectural - 80
Engineer, automotive - 80
Engineer, biological - 80
Engineer, chemical - 80
Engineer, trical - 83
Engineer, ele ronics - 83

Engineer, nu ear - 86
Engineer, t chnical - 73
Engineer, unspecified - 73
Engineering operations - 70
Executive - 70
Explorer - 67
Explorer, jungle - 67
Explosive disarmament - 65
Extension assistant 7 77
Extension man - 77
Factory executive - 70
Factory machine operator - 60
Factory worker - 47
Farm services - 68
Farm supply - 68
Farmer - 76

f Fashion merchandising - 74

4

FBI - 78
Federal meat inspector - 68.
Feed and fertilizer technology - 75
Fertilizer application .-,67
Field Man for breed association 70

lying - 83
tuid power 80

Food marketing management - 70
.:__Foreman - 66,

Foreman; book binder - 67
Foreman, chief, at Carnation - 67

Foundry worker - 55
Game conservationist - 76
Game warden - 76
Garage mechanic - 62
Garage owner - 67
Gas station attendant 52

General office clerk - 62
General Wiring - 73
Geologist - 86
Guide in Alaska - 67
Government foreign service - 80
Government hunting.- 67
Government .(politics) - 80

.Grocer - 70.

Guiddhce counselor 79

Head of large corporation - 77
Head of manufacturing firm - 78
Head of some kind of business - 70
Heated metal inspector at John Deere - 65
Heaiiy equipment operator - 59

. Heavy equipment operator, self-employed -
High steel worker - 63 ,

Highway traffic weigh officer - 66
Horse trainer - 63
Hydraulics - 80
IBM repair - 73
illustrator for Navy - 72
Impliment shop - 67
industrial worker - 55
Indistry - 70
Insp ctor for highway commission (first

grade),- 68"
Insurance adjuster - 67
Interior decorator - 60
Journalism.- 71
Justice of peace - 70
Laborer - 45
Lays floors in truck.trailers 55

Ltneman englneer - 69
Livestock buyer - 70
Loading meat - 54
Lumber construction - 65
Machinist - 65.Foreman, garage 68

4
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Maintenance - 55
Makes tractor gears - 60
Manage cooperative - 70
Management, corporation - 70
Management, industrial - 70
Management, marketing - 70
Management, ranch - 68
Manager - 70
Manager, ag. business - 70
Manziger, airport - 70
Manager, computer - 73
Manager, co-op - 72
Manager, county ASCS program - 66
Manager, county home - 70
Manager, department stores ..70
Manager, elevator - 72
Manager, farm - 6$
Manager, farm service - 70
Manager, grocery store - 72
Manager, hardware store - 70
Manager, industry - 77
Manager, livestock - 68
Manager, livestock salebarn - 68
Manager, meat department - 68 .
Manager, men's clothing store - 69
Manager,,ranch - 68
Manager, retail - 70
Manager, stock yard - 72
Manager, store - 70
Manager, truckline - 70
Manager, V.F.W. - 60
Manufacturing wood and metal 55

Mathematician - 86
Meat grader - 65
Meat man - 54
Mechanic, diesel - 68
Mechanic, farm (or trator) - 67
Mechanic, tractor - 67
Mechanical -.62
Mechanics, specialized - 65
Merchant, retail feed - 70
Military man - 72
Military officer - 75
Military sergaent - 66
Mink rancher - 76
Model aircraft industry - 60
Motorcycle racer - 60
Movie star- 70
Music - 70',
Musician - 70
Navigation - 73
Night club manager r. 61
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Night club owner -'64

Nutritionist, livestock - 86
Oceanography - 81
Occupational therapy - 76
Oil Jobber- 68
Osteopath - 80
Owner of bank'- 88
Owns dry cleaning business - 75
Owns elevator - 73
Owns small manufacturing company - 69
Packing company - 59
Packing plant worker f%55
Painter in factory°- 66
Peace Corps - 74
Personal management of large company - 72

Philosopher - 81, Photoengraver - 73
Physicist - 86
Physicist, nuclear - 86
Plumber and electrician - 73
Poet - 74
Political analyst - 74
Political science - 92
Politician - 92
Politics - 92
Postal worker"- 66
Postmaster - 70
Post office - 70
President - 92
Printer - 68
Pro baseball - 67
Produce - 58
Production worker - 55
Professional -- 86
Professional entertainer - 70
Psychiatric aide - 74
Psychiatrist - 93
Race car driver - 60
Radio work - 67
Railroad worker - 60
Railroad yard clerk - 60
Randh hand - 50
Ranch owner - 76
Recreational director - 70
Refrigeration - 67
Refrigeration expert - 67
Restaurant owner and business manager of

several buildings - 70
Road construction operator - 59
Road maintenance for highway commission - 55

Road maintenance operator - 59
Route work - 56
Quarry worker -155

alt
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Salesman - 68
Salesman, drug - 70
Salesman, feed - 63
Salesman, insurance - 63
Salesman, livestock - 60
Scale serviceman - 66
School administration 80
Science - 80
Secondary education - 78
Sheriff - 70
Singer - 70,
Skilled laborer - 55
Special *signal maintenance for

railroad 63
State tax auditor - 77'
Statesman - 92
Statistician - 78
Statistics analyst - 78
Store detective - 62
Store work - 60
Student - 74
Superintendent, assistant at light'
plant - 69

Superintendent, construction - 77
Superintendent, ga4 for town - 69
Superintendent, light and power works

(manager of, public utilities) - 81
Superintendent; office manager - 70
Supervisor, correctional - 68
Supervisor, industrial- 677
Supervisor, plant - 69
Surveyor -.65
Tankwagon driver - 54
Taxidermist - 67
Teacher at YMCA - 70
Technician - 73
Technician, A.1.1 - 68
TeOhnician, aviation - 73
Technician, electrical - 73
Technician, electronics - 73
Technician, enginegfing - 72
Technician, medicall,-. 73

Technician, radar 73
Technician, X-ray - 73
Technologist - 74
Technologist, food - 73
Technologist, medical - 74
Technologist, welding -059
Telephone company - 63
Thermo-King specialist - 67
Town employee.- 55
Trade schoor- 65

1

Truck driver for elevator - 54
Truck owner and operator - 65
Vocational training - 78
Welder, own shop - 70
Welding field -
Welding technology instructor - 67
Wilson's In Cedar Rapids - 59
Wood pattern maker - 67
Work for county - 48 .

Work for fertilizer dealer - 54
Work for impliment dealer - 55
Works in a mill - 45
Worker - 48
Worker, factory - 55
Workpr, fertilizer plant - '55
Worker, steel - 55
Zoology.- 81
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